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CAVEAT:

The date is March 15th, this is Bobbi Mapstone, I'mRM:

talking to Dr. George Brown at his home in Newport

Beach, California, and this is a Smithsonian Computer

History Interview. [Recorder off]

Why don’t we start by you telling about how you

got into the field of computing and calculating and

number crunching or whatever it was that you were doing.

Very good. I think that most people know that NDRCG3:

had a lot of projects going. One area was fire con-

This had to do with anti-aircraft weapons andtrol.

We operated a field laboratorydirection of fire.

at Fort Monroe, Virginia, and had our offices in

Princeton and it was a heavily instrumented program.

We would fly targets and instruments track the tar-
get and so on and we would test the various fire

Obviously you have a trigonometrycontrol devices.

problem to solve: you want to locate where some-

thing is in the air and you track it v/ith photo-

theodolites and that gives you azimuth and elevation

data for two stations or three stations. So we
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!
determined some [data] and we had the problem- of i

determining where in space is this target,

a moving target and the missions which you get

generate a fair amount of data.

It's
!

If you do this
;

the whole day, days on end, you've got to do some-
thing better than strings and rods [laugh]. That's

what they were doing, the army with strings and

things like this in a room with pegs,

[Laugh]RM:

strings. So -- our people instrumented the thingGB:

so that -- you'd get all the data reduction problems.

You had to read the film, with film readers and

punched cards, and I don't think we even used a multi-
plier in those days, we multiplied on [an accountAsag] !

i

:machine by digiting, that's a process that's known
I

to some of us, and we did mass data reduction with

punch cards. It wasn't so much scientific computing

in the more modern sense, v/e had a lot of data to

reduce and that was the sensible way to .do it. So

that was how v/e got into it and various people in i

that project had something to do with it at one time

or another. Will Dixon was one; do you know Will Dixon?

RM: No.

He’s a statistician, mathematical statistician andGB:
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that's what I was by training, and Will was on that

project for a couple of years. He's now at UCLA

and he runs the medical school computer. And he'd

been running a computer at that time. John Tukey

was involved and others from time to time. There

was a brief period in which I was responsible for

running it; another mathematician, named Irving Segal,

was involved at that time.
What time period are we talking about?RM:

We're talking 1941, '42, '43, '44. 42-'44.GB: A mathe-

matician from Bell Labs, named Brockway Macmillan,

applied mathematician, he was on the project. I

think Dixon and I were probably closer to the number

processing than anybody else.
Mhrn.RM:

Okay, I think that period is sort of interestingGB:

because we had nothing, we made do with nothing and

we did interesting things. When we .get to the RAND

period it was already much more advanced. Okay, to!
continue, the chronology a little. I left that pro-

ject close to the end of the war, it was '44, and I

stayed in Princeton but I went to RCA labs and, just

dumb luck, I landed with an analog computer; they

needed a mathematician to do some function fitting,

and I didn't really know that that's what I wanted
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to do the rest of ray life, and they had some

functions to approximate and, it's not important,

it had to do with designing a function generator;

unless you're an analog computer type it doesn't

matter.

What was the device, do you remember?RM:

Oh yea, they were also involved in fire control andGB:

designing an analog computer for fire control work,

later it was a simulator, using some Bell Labs gear.

This particular device was an inductive function

If you have a coil around a cylindergenerator.

and you have a plunger that goes down [as. a] pick-up,

then you can make the field the function of the

distance down the cylinder, by properly winding, a i

variable winding density around the cylinder,

it's an interesting kind of problem,

some orthogonal functions appropriate to the thing.

So, !

Oh, I developed

i

Anyway, I think they expected me to take about a

Three months after I was hiredyear to do that.

So I went lookingthere wasn't anything more to do.

I was obviouslyto educate myself differently. i
!

involved with engineers, I had no engineering back-

So I started to learn things about circuitsground.

and so on. I thought I'd better try to beat them
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at their game. I made sure that Vladimir Zworykin

would see me with a soldering iron in my hand at

times, and once he did then I got people to accept

mathematical analyses of devices; before that they

wouldn't take my word for anything.

RM: Oh, really?

Obviously I didn't know anything, I was a kid.GB: We

designed an analog computer to solve simultaneous

equations, and again this was a big deal, we could

solve 10 by 10s, with a whole lot of potentiometers

We built that with a man named [Edland so on.

Goldberg, and it was kind of fun and I was interested

in ways of getting universal stability so that I

made an arrangement in which you get stable solu-

tion, all in a matter of connections. It doesn't i

!matter but all of this is based on some good

I was with that project about

a year when Von Neumann approached [Zworykin] and

he wanted to get RCA's cooperation, and I think

healthy mathematics.
i

!

this is really where the story begins, you know,

the modern computer, really.

Von Neumann, you know the background, he was

a consultant to Aberdeen and he was a consultant

to the project at Philadelphia, the Eckert and

\
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Mauchly project, [cough]. So Von Neumann hoped RCA

would design a [memory device] and Zworykin picked out Jan

Rajchman, a very senior and experienced man with a

brilliant background at RCA, and Rajchman asked for

my transfer to his group, so I was the junior, very

junior, menber of the team, in fact; and there were

really/—we didn't really even know exactly what we

were doing, but we got introduced to the Philadelphia

people and their plans. They had on paper the plans

for a serial machine, EDVAC. ENIAC had been built

and Von Neumann and others said, "Sure, all that proves

is that brute force will do it, but that's not the

way to build a computer." And I remember hearing

about the plans from Eckert and Mauchly for EDVAC

and they'd already planned to use seme kind of serial

delay line and they were talking about mercury for

the computer. Von Neumann was interested in the pos-
sibilities of building a parallel computer, and so

several activities went on at once. He had a small

That's about the time Herman Goldstine came,group.

but it's before the days of Julian Bigelow. And John

Tukey from the university and I, and Herman Goldstine,

and a few others from time to time, had weekly
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meetings on logical design. What we were really

doing was the logical design, and the read-out of

the Princeton machine; the preliminaries. At the

same time Rajchman was looking at it from the point

of view whether you couldn't build a memory and I

was working with him on that and I was experiment-
ing with computing circuits, with diodes. Germanium

diodes were brand new, it was the beginning of solid

state; and it was clear that you could do lots of

logical things, the switching matrix was known.

There were a lot of other people during those days,

and some names you probably know; Perry Crawford.

RM: Mhm.

The switching matrix I think was pretty much creditedGB: i

to Perry Crawford.

So I was building parallel adders and registers

and didn't know a thing about it, [with] germanium

diodes, and I was very clumsy in the laboratory, !
!

but I was having fun.

RM: [Laugh]

And the Selectron, which you've heard about, theGB:

bcisic gating notion was Rajchman's, the primary

But because it was combinationalinvention was his.

in nature, I was able to devise some group-theoretic
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switching notions for ... minimizing the number of

control wires that get the maximum number of aper-
And withtures in a storage device of that kind.

I triedRajchman's direction I built a few tubes.

various things, and that was the beginning of the

Selectron project which came to an inglorious end.

Yeah.RM:

Still, it was fun.GB:

Who were some of the other people who worked on theRM:

Selectron project?

It was really Rajchman.GB:

Have you got patents on it?RM: It was.

Yes, I have patents.GB:

Can you give me patent numbers?RM:

I'm sorry, I've got them somewhere,Patent numbers?GB:

I've moved offices so many times.I can look,

Okay. .RM:

Some are Rajchman,RCA would have the numbers.GB:

some are Brown, some are Rajchman and Brown. The

fundamental ideas were Rajchman's, the tube; but

some of the switching notions were mine. I also

have patents on adders and other things.

not important, none of that came through ... it was

just a trial experiment, really, and what's more I

That's
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I think I knew it was thewas really a dolt.

beginning of a very, very important thing, I knew

that but I wasn't sure exactly where I should have

turned. It was clear that the stage with respect

to engineering was filling up very well ... the

kinds. of devices we needed to build ... It was

obvious ... I'm talking about the period '45 to

'46, one year, in which I worked with Rajchman and
i

we met on the logical design. Along around this
I

time I got out of computers for a few years because

I was invited to come to the faculty at Iowa Stcite

to ..... the Statistical Laboratory and that was
i

really more my field than most of the things I did
i

and was the first postwar opportunity on non-war
supported — I'd spent the war on war supported

Ithings, as this ŵas. So that's when I left RCA to

There I wasn't doing any computing.go to Iowa State.
!

I should mention one thing along during this time

and that was the weather. The weather was

RM: [Chuckle] The weather was important, yes. !

I don't know if you know how important it was, per-GB:

haps you do ...
Tell me about it.RM:

Zworykin was a very imaginative kind of guy. AndGB:
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he and Von Neumann used to stimulate each other,
I

and it was Von Neumann that had come to Zworykin

and asked for RCA cooperation, that was how I'd

gotten into the computer field. But at the same

time, Johnny was using the weather as a device for

getting some financing, hopeful to build a computer.
I

In the meantime,He was getting away from Ordnance.

Zworykin got excited about the possibilities of

computers and weather control, and I ghost-wrote

for Zworykin a Sunday supplement, which was na-

tional circulation, about how although there were

tremendous energies involved in meteorological

phenomena, nonetheless many of them had instabilities
'

which indicated that perhaps small amounts of energy

t •

could control very large effects, like deflecting

i
energy, very crucial. Not a bad theory, that was

my theory [chuckle], and also Von Neumann's ... i

!
As a result of that article, that helped get them i

the support, Von Neumann and Zworykin and I went I

to VJashington, talked to the Director of the Weather
;

Bureau, a man named Reichelderfer, and we discov-

ered that the entire research budget of the Weather

Bureau was $5,000 a year, which I think must have

[been Jerome Namias’] salary. All the research in
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weather was being done in the military.
Well, I'll be darned.RM:

So Rajchman was very interested in the research and

it wasn't too long before he was in the atmospheric

GB:

I've never forgotten that visit becauseresearch.
it was simply a matter of shocking surprise,

military had spent a large sum of money during the

The

war on the weather, research connected with it,

and it was at this time that Von Neumann was look-

ing for support for a weather research project at

Princeton and also tried to get money for a computer.
I left - well, before I left, I had written pro-

I didn't know whether I was writing forposals.

for the Institute for Advanced Study, or what,RCA,

but I was doing leg work for John Von Neumann, for

Zworykin, and I loved that weather project, and I

learned something about the weather. And it does

relate to computing. In the process I ran across

something by an Englishman, going back some years,

where he had tried to establish the practicability of

doing some calculation using the partial differential

equations of the energy exchanges and the --

You're talking about Richardson?RM:

Richardson. You remember the little book?GB:

1

V
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Louis Frye Richardson.RM:

I came across that little book, and of courseGB: Yes.

he concluded that -- how many man hours it would

take to project the weather one hour or something ---
With sixty-four thousand people in a room. 11 veRM:

I
forgotten.

Yes, he projected somebody as a conductor with every-GB:

body all around him.

The orchestration, yes.RM: i
!

That was a fabulous little book. Well, I got, youGB:

know, I was really interested in it at that time.

Yet, I was perfectly happy to leave to go to Iowa

State and let it go, because it was clear that nothing

And as it happens,was going to happen very quickly.

I really didn't miss much. From '46 to '4S I was at I

Ames and things were getting rolling, Princeton was

getting some money, the Institute, and Gil Hunt came,

... I don't know exactly when, Julian Bigelow came,

but at any rate, I had a rude awakening because I had

to come right back in it again. In the summer of

John Williams was atI 47, I was a consultant at RAND.

Northrop, he had been a graduate student with me at

Princeton before the war. And I spent that summer at

RAND, I got interested in some of the things they were doing ,
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and the following June I moved jobs, June '48, and

immediately got back into contact with Princeton; and

then all the Navy "big wind" projects were going.
Oh, yes.RM:

Some of those were analog computers and by the way,GB:

one of them was an RCA project, and the people who

did that for the Navy were the group that I first

started with at RCA.

Which wind was it, do you recall?RM:

Ah - oh, let's see, you're going to have to:GB: Cyclone

that was Whirlwind.was MIT; Cyclone, no

Whirlwind was MIT.RM:

Whirlwind was MIT, what was -- there was Cyclone,GB:

Typhoon, and Hurricane.
Hurricane.RM

Hurricane was Raytheon.GB

Yes, Hurricane was Raytheon.RM

Then there was Typhoon and — let's .see I don'tGB

know which one was RCA, but one of them was RCA, but

that came right out of the group. The name of the

man, Arthur Vance, head of the group, the RCA group,

and that was the group I worked with for one year

before I went to work with Rajchman for my second

Okay, so we get to the West Coast and you wouldn'tyear.

believe, except you've already heard most of the
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things, RAND was doing in those days. There was

computing, it was punched card equipment 602, 602A,

603, and now people were sophisticated, they had

numbers.

RM: [Chuckle] What were you brought in to RAND to do,

iactually, and who did you work for?

GB: RAND was young and I served several different func-
I

tions because somehow I always manage to do that.

John Williams worked at RAND [as head of] the Mathema-
!

tics Division, and he gave me formal charge of the '

numerical analysis; I had that, but I was also a
!

member of the Mathematics Division as a researcher, i

and as time went on I found myself heading projects ;

on all kinds of classified things, probably to this

day we'd just as soon not talk about it. RAND had
ia kind of dual organization, they always had project

officer designations for somebody who was running

a particular research project. So, I was an admin-
istrator in charge of numerical analysis, and there

!
were very capable people in it, so that was something ;

that could be done, more an organizing job, I'll come

back to that. Then there was always research of

my own, I was interested in game theory, such things,

and then there was always a RAND project, something

at which I would work, and sometimes be a project
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officer and sometimes work on somebody else's

project. Now, key people there, in the earliest

days, were Cecil Hastings, Paul Armer and Bill

That goes back before the decision toGunning.

build the JOHNNIAC, and some of the things we were

doing, had decided to do, came out of that period.

One was the random number project.

RM: Mhm.

We needed lots of random numbers, we were doingGB:

probability experiments and Bill Gunning had de-
signed a random number generator, but we were

interested — here's a project a couple of years;
i

and there was a probability, an experimental prob-
!

ability machine that generated patterns; it would

punch out a pattern of ball bearings under a tray

and then would count how many ball bearings there

Next it usedwere and then punch a punched card.

random numbers to set it up, and then went bang and

out came the ball bearings. That was an electro-
mechanical abortion,

i
RM: [Laugh]

and these were projects that John Williams was fondGB:

Billof, and people enjoyed working on them.

Gunning designed the piece ... and we would get

things made. Okay, then in addition to the punched
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card equipment, we bought analog computers and we

were amongst the first people to try to intermarry

computing projects between the analog and the

digital. And again Bill did design work on a lot

of things and I was the place that brought these

things together because there were individual

Like, we had plug boards and we had pluggroups.

boards on the machinery and we had plug boards here,

we had punch card readers, and card punch for out-
puts. And in the process Bill Gunning independently

invented things like driftless, D.C. amplifiers for

analog work. That was a very viable activity in

those days, and we were going full blast on both

sides ..., and at the same time innovating in small

ways where we could,

earth to get sub-[panel components], parts from

IBM, because they had a company policy not to sell

[any components], and we went all the way. with

We had to move heaven and

i

Mr. Watson, Sr. who was there.
And got them?RM:

GB: And got them.

What was RAND's main charter at that time?RM: I mean,

you know, I realize that you were there to do

research and to look into activities. Was it
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already a future's concern looking into weaponry

and strategy?

GB: Very much so. Let me give you just a small amount

of background there. During the war, you know,

many of the scientific types were distracted from

what they were doing into research in support of the

war effort. Towards the end of the war, there was

an Air Force General named Norstadt, very good,

Norstadt, very great general, who died young.

Lauren Norstadt was one of the key individuals in

establishing an activity under Air Force sponsor-

ship to try to retain the nucleus of these bright

types who would otherwise go back to universities i
i

To work in more of a long range context,and so on.

not the short range, simply the cold war which

developed soon or any of that, but primarily to

retain an active group looking ahead with respect

to national defense, and so it sounded like a very

It was kind of a universityreasonable idea.

atmosphere and pretty well paid, but we could work

pretty much on what we wanted to work on, and

there were bright people around us, it was mutually

stimulating; also, in those days RAND used to

bring in summer consultants and that was how I
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first came in, and through those summers, including

the first one I was there, I met all kinds of

exciting people. Von Neumann I already knew, you

see the circle closes again, because Von Neumann

was at RAND, consulting at RAND, he'd come in the

summer time. I already knew Morgenstern whom we

had at Princeton, who was a summer consultant. I

Now in the field ofdidn't know Jacob Marshak.

mathematical economics that's the name in the world,

Jacob Marshak; and it's the beginning of a long and

close friendship, but it started back then. I met

people: sociologists, political scientists, the

list is fantastic; and they are people with --
occasionally, our paths cross today; and for me it

was a broadening experience that kept me out of

simply mathematics in the narrower sense and it got

me out of engineering. It got me into another world:

problems as seen from the various disciplines in-
cluding the social sciences; so for me it was a

marvelous experience. And exciting, we were building

something, it was a young organization and you could

do anything you wanted, there, was lots of money and

lots of talent. Mostly young ? even I was young.

RM: [Laugh. Pause.] We're still talking now about the

.
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time before you'd actually gone into the business

of building a computer.

There's a long history there, but the thing to under-GB:

stand is that we were, actively computing with any-

thing we could get our hands on and building gadgets

to do better with. Now RAND did not do the Card

Programmed Calculator; Northrop did. And that was

a stopgap measure. You probably know that IBM

scheduled to build six of them. They [all went] to the

about six and RAND had two, UCLAWest Coast

had one, and Northrop, and I don't know who. But

IBM said they weren’t going tothere were six.
ibuild anymore, and do you know how many they built?

I'm not sure what the figures are.RM

Two hundred and something.GB

A big quantity.RM

GB: And under protest.

Yeah.RM

They weren't going to build any more, they were justGB

accomodating the aircraft industry as far as they

Well, we did a lot of computing onwere concerned.

the Card Programmed Calculator, we did a lot of

computing with the 604 which made up the Card Pro-

When did the 604grammed Calculator ... Gee

really come in? The first 604
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Right in the middle, actually.RM:

Was right in the middle, yea.GB:

The first CPC was the 603, and then the 604 cameRM:

after.

Yea, that's right. Okay. And we had six 604's inGB:

I remember the contextthere 604 Okay.

Cecil Hastings played a major role in doing the

approximations for computing and incidentally, for

quite a while, he ran that side, the operations on

that side, and then we got him out of it ... and

meantime we were keeping in touch with what was
!
!happening, that's where I was before, we were keeping

in touch with those big winds and the other things

going on. Princeton was slow, but they were working,

computing. It's the period of the detour of the

Williams memory and I'm sure you know how much money

was invested in the Williams memory and how short

a life it had. If there'd been that kind of money
i

invested in Selectrons, they might still be around.

Really?RM

GB Yea.

That really was the difference.RM

Because it was difficult, the thing was handled ...GB

RCA [had] great vision about it The Williams
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memory was doomed not to function. It's a volatile

kind of memory; it required refreshing and yet if

you revisited the same places too often, you'd get

[in trouble anyway], and it was full of dirty phenomena .

and millions of dollars went into trying to make

it work and that's what came out of the 701, it

was predestined not to work.

SWAC used it too, didn't it?RM:

GB: Yes. Now as Williams invented it, it was a serial

memory and perfectly alright. [England] used it,

Williams used it for serial memory, it was fine,

because then you revisited everything on a cyclic

basis, all the parts were visited equally often,

as long as the time cycle was just right; it was a

practical cycle, it may not have been any better

than mercury delay lines, but it worked. But in

the parallel mode where you couldn't predict when

you would use it at a point on the face of the tube,
!now you were asking for it.

Yea, and this is when you had the problem of leaving,RM:

like a little groove.

Yea, so-called read-around ratio. Well, I'm gettingGB:

out of the chronology, so let me get back.

In keeping touch on things, it was clear somebody
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would get a [digital] computer prettv

clear that IBM had no wish to go into this field,

soon. It was also

and John Williams exercised considerable muscle

and all of us at one time or another visited; IBM
.

would show us what was happening in Poughkeepsie.
!

And it was always some dull, unimaginative, super

604 that was going to come out, but they worked.

You know, I remember Julian Bigelow7 telling me

about the days when he worked for IBM back in the,

in the thirties?

Hm, I didn't know that.RM:
!

And he had some ideas about computing with vacuumGB:

tubes, and he was told it was company policy never

It wasn't their business, itto use a vacuum tube. i
I

You get things like that.wasn't their line. :

Well, that, I guess Mr. Watson, Sr. be-RM: Yea, yea.

lieved that what he had was what the market needed
t

i
and didn't have to go any further.

Yea, well, I can't fault him for that, but anywayGB:

that was the way he saw it.

RM: Yes.

And that lays the ground work for later, which isGB:

how the company did get turned on.

Now, you and Bill Gunning and -- was it John Williams?RM:
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John Williams was my boss, he was Chief of theGB:

Mathematics Division.

And did three of you make this sort of swing around

the country that is talked about?

RM:

Yes, I think so. There was one swing around the

country, we made with a consultant named Maje Klein.

GB:

Do you know about that?

RM: No.

He was a Cal Tech professor, I can't remember whetherGB:

he's dead now, Arthur Klein, I think, but he was

called Maje. He was a rough and tumble kind of guy

and RAND used him as a consultant because he'd been

a consultant to Douglas,

ject RAND was first started within Douglas Aircraft.

There were a lot of Douglas people and a lot of out-
side people and together they decided they couldn't

[in the name] of Douglas, they got Ford Foundation

The connection is that Pro-
i

stand

[help] and set it up as a non-profit corporation.
Maje Klein went around on one of those things ... and

Okay.

I don't know if Bill Gunning knows. We made many

trips, we made them separately and we made them

together. We were interested in what was happening

in the Air Comptroller's office of 1949, George

Dantzig was there. That's where linear px'ogramming
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came through, about that period. All this is

intermingled, people were beginning to develop

applications and some people were thinking they

could count on the existence of some big comput-
ing device. We knew we wanted one, at RAND

[cough] and so it was really quite a long period

of exploring, of keeping in touch, of seeing what

was happening and we felt the logical thing was

for IBM to go into the field. We brought great

With the help of some IBM people on thepressure.

Those names are important.West Coast. The Western

regional manager was a man named Charley O'Malley,

and the local IBM representative was a man named

Chuck Hardway. Both are dead now. ... Hardway

was killed in an airplane accident, he flew his own

airplane. Incidentally, O'Malley got a watch.*
RM: Did he? [Laugh]

GB: You begin to see from this what happened. O'Malley

was transmitting messages back, not only from RAND,

but from North American and Northrop and Douglas

and Lockheed that, "My God, the scientific and

engineering computing has needs that we're not

going to be able to fill." But RAND was the show-

case for scientific computing with IBM equipment,

*[See pp. 108-109]
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it really was. We tried our damndest to bring !

pressure and in the end we decided we'd build a

Princeton was moving, we got cooperation,machine.

we got [their] drawings and we built a machine similar

to it so we could have similar experience. I don't ;

know how many Princeton-type machines were built

in this country.

There's a lot.RM

One was built in Israel.GB

That was the WEIZAC.RB
|

One was at the University of Illinois,GB

Yeah.RM

Princeton itself, Los Alamos.GB

Princeton, Los Alamos.RM

Did Argonne build one?GB

Yea.RM

I don’t know where RANDMaybe they did; and RAND.GB

At the time we decided, Illinoiswas in all of this.

had already started, so we had the benefit of Ralph

He was the head at PrincetonMeagher's experience.

[no] at Illinois.
In getting it built?RM:

And about this time, where they were all stuckGB:

Everybody was stuck with thewas with the memory.
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And they were doing Williams tube research

I suppose for senti-

memory.

at Princeton and at Illinois.

mental reasons, because I'd had a connection with

the Selectron, we went inquiring whether there would

be any chance to get Selectrons on our machine; and

it worked. What sparked the interest was there'd

been an Air Force project and some Selectrons had

been built. And do you --- you know about that?

At the Cambridge Laboratory?

Is that BIZMAC?RM:

No, it's not BIZMAC.GB:

No, okay, no, I'm not sure.RM:

No, BIZMAC's much later. RCA had no group commer-GB:

cially working in computers yet, but the tube people

had taken a developmental type order for some

number of Selectrons from an Air Force Laboratory

in Cambridge, Massachusetts. You heard about that,

they were building something there. We thought,

"Well, gee, if they're going to be building, let's

give them an order for 40 or 80 or something in

there, and see whether we can get a machine on the

air with Selectrons." And about the best you could

say is we did get a machine on the air.

But let's go back to the period where we’re

trying to decide what to do. We were optimists.
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Everybody was who worked with a computer. And

nobody had really built a Princeton machine and

they hadn't done the 701 yet and the other projects

all over the country were predecessors to UNIVAC or

the machine called That was a catastrophe.BINAC?

There was a group at Northrop doing the MADDIDA -
the digital differential analyzer, and there were,

there was — Whirlwind was the major digital project,

but there were a lot of things happening all over

the place, but nobody looked like he had a machine.
It was kind of a race to see who was going to get

something, like the race to put an airplane in the

air or something. But the memory problem remained

a problem; we felt we weren't doing any great dis-
service to humanity to try something different from

the Williams tubes. I think everybody else was go-
ing to try the Williams tube. In the end, I'm con-
vinced that the total pressiire generated on IBM

became enough about the time they realized that RAND

was going to go ahead and build a machine, and now

they worried a lot their prestige was going to

It wasn't too long after that they announcedsuffer.

the so-called Defense Calculator and you've been

through that history.
RM: Right, yea.
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GB: And RAND ordered one, but they went right ahead

building their computer. By now, things are well

under way and you have all of that information, of

Bill Gunning was in charge of building, wecourse.
!hired a crew, and somewhere in there was where we got

Willis Ware in; and Willis didn't work for Bill and

Bill [didn't] work for Willis, and I'll be goddamned,

if I knew my memory is correct, if I can remember

exactly what the organizational relationship was.

Willis Ware had worked on the Princeton machine and

had become a very important man in the computing

field, but my memory's dim, I can't place where we

1

i

brought Willis in. Ware worked for me and I worked
l

for John Williams. KeithWe all worked for him.
!

Uncapher was one of the young people; he was doing

what you would today call prcgramming work, one of

the bright young ones, he worked on the analog com-

puter for a long time. The group grew and pros-

pered and was really quite self-sufficient. In

1952 the machine wasn't built yet, wasn’t quite

completed. RAND was facing a move to a new build-

ing, the building that's there right now. It had

been in some old buildings.

Okay, let's just turn the tape at this point.RM:

END OF SIDE ONE
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SIDE II

This is the period, the period in which we'reGB:

building up and building a machine, the period

in which IBM is deciding they can't ignore scienti-

fic applications, that's the period in which the

Applied Science representative was born. You

remember that group of people?

RM: No.

Let's see if I can remember who the first IBMGB:

Applied Science representative was. These were

people who were finally not salesmen but they were
I

to work in support of technical applications.

Okay?

Was this Cuthbert Hurd's people?RM:

This was Cuthbert Hurd's people, but it actuallyGB:
i

started before they brought Cuthbert in, but then
!

he built that and that's the period in which there J
I
!

was really boring from within, in IBM. Once these f

people got a foothold, this provided an'internal

voice for scientific computing and just for Cuth-

bert's early role in it you'll have to talk with

him, but we first saw people whose names I no

One of the early ones was a manlonger remember.

named Don Wall who is probably still with IBM,
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but there was another Don

Thex-e was a Don Pendery.
Don Penderywas the first Applied Science Represen-

RM:

GB:

tative. He was out here. So you had some science

types and you had the Western regional manager,

O'Malley, and a few others bringing pressure back

East long before the days of the West Coast centers i

for IBM. San Jose hadn't been thought of. And

let's see; okay: I was beginning to see a fruition

for it, in a way. And so I up and left it. It's not

because I left it looking at it, I left it because

a close friend, another man I'd met through RAND,

was Louis Ridenoxir; and the circle closes again,

Louis was a close friend with Von Neumann and I knew

both of them and Louis - the history now shifts to Louis

a little bit — a brilliant, brilliant articulate man,

a physicist who wrote as well as any wi'iter, very

well educated, an indefatigable worker ; and he'd
!

I

been an associate director of the Radiation Labor- I

At the close of the war he came toatory at MIT.

Illinois, the University of Illinois, as Dean of

the Graduate School, and a couple of years of that,

and he'd been working. Okay? He decided the time

was right to start a computer company.
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RM: 195—
'1 / '2, I left RAND in June of '52 and first talkedGB:

to Louis about the turn of the year. He was look-
ing for financing, and he knew all kinds of people,

Rowan Gaither, who later headed the Ford Founda-̂
Rowantion, had been at the Radiation Laboratory,

was also a trustee of RAND Corporation.
It's funny how the threads, you know, persist, and

Rowan

everything's interlinked. Louis wanted badly to

start in the computer business and reported to me

some prospects about financing and I said, "Well,

when you have a package that looks fairly downstream,

I'd be happy to talk about it and I'm interested."
So I began to get excited when one day he said,

!"Well, it didn't turn out the way I expected, but

it ought to be great fun."

He said, "Well, somebody had me do some con-

I said, "What do you

mean?"

suiting work for Paramount Pictures Corporation and
» '/iV*'*Au. . - •« j

.they want to develop pay television and the problems

looked like this, this, this." He said, "Those are

I said 1 would go to work for thempretty easy.

to develop pay television if they'd bankroll us to

start a computer activity. We'll do both."

That's a lovely story.RM:
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Isn't that a great story? We'll do both. And theGB:

group, the International Telemeter is still an

activity of Paramount on the back burner I suppose,

but they still exist trying to get pay television

on the road. Meantime, while using our left hand

for pay television we were busy with our right hand

and our heads on computer things and we had a

variety of projects; and the period is '52 to '57.

The people: Gilbert King, do you know him?

I know the name.RM: Where did he come from?

He was a chemist, a physical chemist, and he's done aGB:
i
}lot of Monte Carlo calculations on polymerization — !

long-[chain] polymerization, and had simulated the pro-
icess that he had got. A bright, bright physicist or
i
!

a chemist or whatever, a bright man. Now, out of this

period, unwilling to do the project quickly, the pay

television had some very challenging things, includ-
ing cryptoanalytic and cryptographic things, and that

interested me. And I looked at it. Also we got some

support from the Bank of America to build a checking

handling, check-sorting system. And that's another

one of these things that never paid off; but it could

have, and the reason it didn't is because we didn't

know that the Bank of America was already supporting a
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project at Stanford Research that was two years

down the stream.

ERMA?RM:

What later became ERMA.GB:

So they had sort of asked you to do someYea.RM:

parallel —
This was their way of covering a bet, sons of bitches,GB:

they put up a small amount of money and we sunk over

a million dollars in it without ever being told by

them, they had a competitive thing that was two

years up.

Mhm.RM:

This was one of those dirty tricks, but I don'tGB:

really blame them. We finally found out about it,

but we still thought that our system would potenti-
ally be better, it's clumsier, but I think it would

have been a more reliable kind of system on the

mechanical side.

How did it differ from theRM:

Well, instead of printing on checks -- you knowGB:

checks are all sizes and shapes and all kinds of

forms, [cough] they get crumpled and torn.

[Interruption. Third voice: "Excuse me,

shall we do something about lunch?' Recorder off.]

i
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The major problem was the variety of check sizes,GB:

shapes and conditions, a check could be crumpled

and torn and such things. And so what we invented,

we got patents on it, was a piece of tape, fairly

substantial in weight but not too much, that would

be coded with perforated information on the tape

and attached by a thermally setting [Interruption

concerning lunch] attached by a thermoplastic

cement to the check at the time the keypunching

was done, and you have to keypunch anyway because

the amounts are not coded, and since you have to

keypunch anyway and you could put in bank data and

other things rather readily, it seemed as if that

was the place at which to make the check into an

instrument which mechanically would be more uniform

from check to check by attaching this little strip

of tape about this long around the edge of the tape,

that could be the conveyor, the thing that would

be moved and picked and sorted and so on, and the

check would go along for the ride. Okay, that

was the idea we developed.
It's been used, hasn't it?RM:

We built the equipment.GB:

Because I'm trying — maybe not in checks, but IRM:

seem to recall having seen some stuff that's come
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through the mail with some kind of a device of that

type.

I don't know what happened to itPerhaps, perhaps.GB:

Over a period of a couple of years we built

quite a bit of that, we built pilot equipment and

later.
i

some years later Paramount donated that equipment

to UCLA. The end of the project. So that project i
I

Pay television certainlywas not very successful.

wasn't very successful in that period, although one i

i
of the things we did, made a lot of money in the

end probably, we put in the closed circuit tele-
vision system, the community antenna system, in

Palm Springs. We put it in for the sake of an

experiment in television. And it, of course, be- i

came a major public utility, with thousands and
!

thousands of subscribers. Another computer project,

and we'll wind up for now with [Telemeter].

Right.RM:

Another computer type project was a joint invention,GB:

patents in all names, Ridenour , King, Brown, of a

photoscopic store, so-called. Do you know about

the disc store that was used at IBM to prepare the

Russian-English dictionary that would translate

Pravda daily?
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Is this like a RAMAC disc, was it that kind ofRM:

disc or was it something else?

It's a permanent read-only store, high density,GB:

photographic emulsions exposed on the surface of

the disc, with [borders] in the tracks, and the disc

is [rotated] up, and what you have is a very high density,

high resolution and a rather easy way of duplicating

this; you can make more and they're not too hard to make

We worked on that project, had some, I don't know,up.

ONR, somebody's support. Later the Telemeter withdrew

from it, wasn't putting any more of their own money

in, and the project money went to IBM, Gilbert King
:went to IBM, and a few years later he was busy

translating Pravda on a day-to-day basis.

the languagê translation project, but it
' » —• -

the photographic memory.

:
So that

was was
.There were articles,

i
there was an article in the IRE, back in there i

I

somewhere, '54 or '53. And that project went

somewhere. There was the core memory project, and
i

that project was another twisting of IBM's tail,

because by now core memory looked quite good, they

had started at MIT for Whirlwind, Rajchman was

working on core memories at RCA, and Ridenour said,

that's going to be it, we know the Williams"Gee,
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memory isn't," so we went out and hired two people

from RCA Labs, out of Rajchman's group. One was

Raymond Stuart Williams and the other was Milton

Rosenberg. Okay. And we decided we were going to

make core memories. The next thing that we did was

to talk to IBM and said, "Why don't you let us do

core memories for you. We think we can do it."

"Silly boys, we've got all thisAnd IBM said, i

money in Williams memories and it works fine." Of

.course it didn't work fine. Everyday the mainten-
ance time taken with those machines was fantastically

expensive, it was essentially down-time to turn the .

memories on again. Approximately. But whether I

they were working on cores, on core memories, inter-
nally, they weren't saying. I don't think they

iwere, but Louis wrote letters to every 701 user

!and by that time there were a number of them and he i
!
ioffered to build a core memory for the 701, to take

the place [of] the Williams memory, and that twisted

the tail again, the lion's tail, so I was a second

time in a position of helping twist the lion's

tail. We got nibbles, we got interest, and we drew

an announcement from IBM that within a year they

would have core memories.
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But you did get a contract, didn't you?RM

Not from IBM.GB

Not from IBM?RM

No, Maybe we did.GB

I think you did.RM

Bill would remember that. By this time Bill GunningGB

was over at Telemeter.
He's joined you.RM:

There's a history there.He's joined Telemeter.GB: In

the crazy McCarthy period, he lost his clearances;

he didn't - no sense. He later got them reestablished.

I remember appearing for him as a witness.

Oh, did you? He said that it was, well he got hisRM:

clearance back a few years ago, I think it was

twelve years that he was forgotten.

Some period, but it came out of the McCarthy period,GB:

and that was how we were lucky enough to get him

at Telemeter, because he would never have left RAND.

At any rate, the core memories became a success-
ful project. We did get a contract from RAND, we got

a contract from RAND to do a memory for them, we did

one for the machine in Israel, and by the time we got

through we built a core memory for almost everybody

with the original Princeton machines. We also, ulti-
mately we got a contract from Bank of America — well,
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really from GE -- to do core memories for ERMA.

That sort of put Telemeter Magnetics on that road,

and v/e made it a separate company, and took it [public];

there was now a viable computer core memory busi-
ness.

So Bank of America ended upRM

They did something for us.GB

doing something for you.RM

Yes, and we did something for them.

We got big [in] buffer memories and commercial

GB GE was very

happy.
i

applications. That's the period by now, the middle

fifties, when it v/as [of] commercial interest.
When did Telemeter Magnetics become such, do youRM:

recall?

About '55 or '6.GB:
.

It was an independent company, subsidiary of theRM: :
.

parent company?

Well, it was actually, to start with, a subsidiary
i

GB:

of International Telemeter Corporation, of which

I was an employee, and let's see, in turn that was

a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures.

We had another project in the early days, we

v/ere doing computer design and we got into the

design competition for the machine that later was
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what was it called? The machine for Livermore.

Oh, wait a minute. LARC? Not LARC?RM:

GB: LARC.

RM: LARC?

It wasn't LARC yet, there was a [Interruption: "We'reGB:

going to go in a few7 minutes." "That's all right."

"We're going to tie up this part."] Livermore had

lots of money in their pockets and they decided that

what they w7anted was the most powerful machine they

could get, with the following qualifications. That I

it should be the current technology. Current tech-

We were not going to do any pioneeringnology.

with the technology, we w7ould take what had been

proved practical and get the most powerful system

v/e could get. And on that basis we proposed a
r

machine for parallel programming, we proposed modu-

lar arithmetic units and modular memory units, in

sizes that could get you up to a million words in
i

core memory, if you wanted it, and as many as four

or five or six different arithmetic units, all

built with the technology that by now was practical.

Now nobody would get the 100,000-odd cost orders,

but meanw’hile -- so we were going to push a little,

but we had what looked like practical designs, we thought
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we knew how to do it, and I think we did. When

Livermore got put together the various proposals,

they liked some features of our proposal, and some

features of somebody else's and some feature of

somebody else's, and instead of giving anybody the

proposal — the contract, they then decided that they

would prepare a specification; and by now they put

together a specification which called for crossing

the borders of the [art]in every single case and

put it out, and we took one look at that, and they

stole idecis from everybody, and we said, "We're

not interested, that's just not practical." Before

Remington Rand was through with it, I heard stories

million dollars intothey rjut something like 20

LARC, a tremendous loss.

That was one of the real boo-boos of the industry,RM:
!

wasn't it?

GB: Yea. And I think, you owe it to Livermore primarily,

but we had the good judgment to say, "That's not

our league, that's too rich for our blood." Now we

did have a proposal in to the Bureau of Standards

and we actually got a contract to build a Princeton-
type machine, with large core storage, for the Bureau

of Standards, and probably we were very lucky that
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something happened to the contract, ultimately it

This will only take two minutes andwas murdered.

then we can take a break.

We had attorneys who were used to being attorneys

for the film industry. We didn't know much about

contracting with the U.S. Government and as a result

when the Bureau of Standards sent us a contract

signed by them, our attorneys wanted to tinker with

the boiler plate. And I remember Louis saying to

them, "You know, what difference does it make?"

"Well, our legal department says," and so our law-

yers tinkered with it for a couple of weeks. In

the meantime in Washington a storm broke over the

head of Allen A.stin, who was director of the Bureau

of Standards; and the Eisenhower administration

had not been in very long, Mr. Sinclair Weeks was

Secretary of Commerce, and the celebrated case of

the battery additives.

Oh, yes.RM:

Do you remember that?GB:

I've heard about it.RM:

Yea, well, Mr. Weeks announced that he was going toGB:

What he didn't knowfire all political appointees.

was that Allen Astin was a Republican, he and his
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wife had both worked very hard to get Eisenhower

elected, that Alien Astin had been a career man,

spending his whole adult life at the Bureau of

Standards, had been promoted to the directorship

really on merit, was not a political appointee at

all, and the fact that he was a holdover from the

Democratic Truman administration had nothing to do

with anything. The battery additives case was one

in which a battery manufacturer was angered because

the Bureau of Standards tests showed that this

additive did absolutely nothing, and the military

were buying large quantities of it hoping to pro-

long the lives of batteries. So the manufacturer

complained to Sinclair Weeks. He tried first to

get the Bureau of Standards to suppress the report,

and then Weeks tried to fire Astin. That was the

situation at the time that our contract was signed

with some recommended changes and had to go back

to the Bureau of Standards to be signed. They had

signed it once but that was before the storm broke.
Now there was a contract we've signed, they have

not signed, and it's sitting on Mr. Astin's desk

at the time that he's under a cloud. He didn't

know if he was going to be the Director of the Bureau
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And he said, and I think very properly,

he said, "This is a major expenditure and I may not

of Standards.

be the Director and I don't want to bind my successor,"

and that's how we didn't build a computer at Tele-
meter for the Bureau of Standards. Looking back,

I think it's just as well.

Why?RM:

Well, I think that we would have built it, it wouldGB:

have worked, it would have been successful; I don't

think it'd have been any great contribution to know-
ledge. It would have established us perhaps, but

probably it would have cost us more money than we

could afford to build it, and we would have ended

up in great trouble with Paramount. We were in

trouble enough as I remember, because we were spend-
ing a lot more than we were bringing in at that time

and we hadn't yet brought back anything to them.

In retrospect I think it was just as well, and it

shows how sometimes fairly important things hang on

trivia somewhere else.

Right. Yea.RM:

So I think that was some value.GB:

Would it, was the plan still for it to be a commercialRM:

company?

Oh, yes.GB:
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So, if this had been a successful computer, itRM:

would have been planned as a contender for the

commercial market?

I think so.GB:

RM: Yea.

I think we would have been successful, I think withGB:

the kind of people and with their track records I

think we wouldn't have had any trouble.

But then Paramount would have had to put an awfulRM:

lot of bread into this selling and that stuff.

I just think that they would not have hadGB: Yes.

that much faith, that they would have stuck through

all the time we needed, and so maybe it's just as

well.

The core memory business did very well, and at

that point that's where Mr. Tomash fits into the

picture.

[Agreement to break for lunch. Recorder off.]

Ah, okay. Perhaps — we left off at Tomash, soRM:

perhaps we should begin there.

Let me back his up a little bit, you'll get moreGB:

detail from him and you'll get it from other people

also, but I knew him going way back to the time of

ERA in St. Paul, Engineering Research Associates.
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Tompkins had been there and Tomash was project

engineer on I think the 1103, I'm not sure. That's

before it was Remington Rand UNIVAC Division. And

later Erwin went into sales for UNIVAC and ERA

was bought out by UNIVAC, so they had UNIVAC Phil-
adelphia with the UNIVAC computers that came

out of Eckert and Mauchly, and they picked up

That was a period in which the governmentERA.

put a lot of money into computers, and I think ERA

owed its existence, pretty much, to the National

Security Agency. These are things that are hard

to document because NSA always hid the money in

somebody else's budget, and nobody to this day knows

how much you can talk about in terms of whose money

But my path had crossedit was and what it was for.

Tomash's many times and then he came to California

as West Coast Sales Manager for UNIVAC and I got to

know him better. We are talking about the period

of the early fifties, perhaps when I was still at

I don't know exactly.RAND.

Now the scene shifts to Telemeter for a bit.

Telemeter had just, been formed, Telemeter Magnetics,

for about a year, and it was growing, and it had

contracts; and we decided we needed a vice president
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in charge of marketing, we didn't have anybody.

We had a president who turned out to be nobody,

never mind the president, I remember

his name, and I think I had in the back of my mind

that a very good vice president in marketing would

turn out to be a future president of Telemeter Magne-

I was a director of Telemeter Magnetics, still

an employee of the parent corporation, but I was a

tics.

director of TUI. One day, strictly one of those

ichance meetings, I was boarding an airplane in
i

New York on my way back to the West Coast and in

the boarding line I see the back of a head and it's

Erwin Tomash. So I called out and we sat together.

He was returning from a meeting in New York that was

a key meeting for him in terms of his future at

Remington Rand. Sperry Rand had just been formed.
!

Sperry had merged with Remington Rand to form Sperry

Rand, and I think they were offering Tomash the nation-

al sales managership in New York,

the plane, and he opened up about how he wasn't

that's what he wanted to do the rest of his life.

And we talked on

sure

He liked the small company that ERA was, and now

he was in Sperry Rand, a national executive, he'd

have to move back to New York, he just wasn't sure
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I just said casually, "Howwhat he wanted to do.

He did aabout coining v/ith Telemeter Magnetics?"

little looking into it, and in a couple of months

we had a new vice president for marketing. It was

Erw Tomash, he invested some money, and within a

year he was president of Telemeter Magnetics; and

that was fine because we needed him. And there's

the story of how chance meeting changed his life;

it changed mine too. Just, you know, two people on

an airplane, we were acquainted, but he had a pro-
blem and I had a problem, and we put our problems

together and came out with it.

RM: Solved a couple.

So, it's an interesting story. Okay. Tomash'sGB:

history you'll get more of, but let me bring to an

Paramount decided thatend the Paramount phase.

Telemeter Magnetics was worth something but that

they saw an opportunity to get their money and quite

a lot more out of it. Ampex made an offer for

Telemeter Magnetics, Paramount accepted that,

against the advice of the management of Telemeter.

Magnetics and its board of directors. We had no

Paramount was the major controlling stock-choice.

holder. As a result of that merger, Tomash became
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an executive of Ampex. Telemeter Magnetics became

the Arnpex Computer Products Division, put together

with a few other things.

'

And for a while all went on under

Arnpex; I went on [as] a consultant [to the] operation.
You know, that was a pretty impressive operation

due to, originally to Ridenour's vision. He said,

"There's no point in being in this if we don't

make cores, too." And that was a difficult area,

a difficult technology. You had to have a conical

hat and really be a wizard, and there was no science

to it, it was black magic. If you did the black

magic right, you would get the right kinds of

[properties], you got big, large [yields of] cores,

otherwise you didn't.

It was really that slap happy?RM:

GB: Yes, it still' isi It still is largely, an empirical i

kind of business, these formulations of [ferrites],

and simply because the magnetics of it, _£n terms

of what happens to these magnetic domains, all the

theoretical structure around it is inadequate to

explain the phenomenon. We don't know, really, why

it works. We know roughly, but not well enough to

predict which combinations of materials in what

firing temperatures, there is an amazing number of

possible factors that can interact in such a way
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that you get nothing and you can get very low yields

of good cores out of the batch and that's the thing

that plagues the industry constantly.
RM: That's incredible.

So you work it empirically, you find the processGB:

that works, you work very hard to control the criti-
cal variables that won't vary and if it doesn't vary

then you're in pretty good shape. If it varies a

little you know you're in trouble.
Okay, so we had this going business and it was

getting bigger and Tomash had done a crackerjack

job, and it really was getting ready to take off

and do something impressive, and that's the time

when Paramount sold it, took their cash and more

It was very high at the time.Ampex stock. Arnpex,

for reasons that had nothing to do with this parti-
cular thing, got into very serious financial troubles

within the following year or two years. It was a

big upheaval in management inside Ampex. You know,

they were leaders in magnetic tape equipment.
Did -- they lost their lead?RM:

Well, they had overexpanded and there was a temporaryGB:

recession and internal control problems, maybe they

didn't price things properly; I don't know the his-
tory there. Erw Tomash could tell you more about
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Erw and others from within that operation hadit.

had a taste of building a small company and decided

they wanted to try it again and a group of them got :

associated together and that's how Data Products

v;as born, and that's how I've been associated with
i

Tomash continuously for almost twenty years through

Telemeter Magnetics, then Ampex, then Data Products. i
:
IAnd a lot of the other people at Data Products go

back to the Telemeter days also.
i
!

What happened to Ridenour, where did he go?RMr
i

Ridenour was a brilliant, argumentative, stubbornGB: I

His friends loved him dearly, i did; and heman.
!

made many, many enemies. He made an enem}'of an

errand boy at Paramount Pictures Corporation; that
:

errand boy used to run errands for the president !
.

At some point or other, Paramountof Paramount.

sent that errand boy to be the on-the-spot repre-
sentative of Paramount, which meant we would all

!
And Louis learned thisbe working for the errand boy. !

at a dinner one evening; Louis got drunk [and angry]

and quit. And then [he contracted] a new contract.

He went to Lockheed as vice president within Lock-
heed Missiles Division and wound up pretty soon in

something, tried hard to get me to join him at
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Lockheed and I said, "I don't want aerospace any-
thing. It's not for me." And our paths remained

together on and off for quite a while. Louis was a

member of an advisory committee to the National

In fact, LouisSecurity Agency, and so was I.

got me on to serve on a panel of which he was

chairman, and one fine day I'm headed for the air-
port to go to Washington for a meeting of that

panel and I heard a flash announcement on the air

that Louis Ridenour was found dead in his hotel

in Washington, and I turned around and went home.

Incidentally, that was a crazy day, because there

were two members of the panel who died on the

same day; the other v/as Dudley Buck. Dudley Buck

was a young professor at MIT, worked on Project
"J

Dudley was a member of that same panel.Whirlwind.
And he went and difed on the same day.

RM; A doomed day.

So that's the end, that's why Louis isn't around.GB:

A dear friend, brilliant man.

He was the man who authored, or who edited, I'mRM:

not sure which it was, the whole MIT series,

Radiation Lab Series?

Yes, and if you look in the Britannica, you willGB:
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find that the series on, the section on radar in

the Britannica is his. He was an amazing man. Any-
way, his role in this was primarily the promotional,

the persuasive talker, the man who could get money

out of Paramount, a man of vision and imagination

and drive, and I think it was the letters that he

sent to the 701 users that must have — you know,

IBM was seeing red.
I wish I — I don't suppose you ever kept a copyRM:

of one of those, did you? No. That would be a

lovely letter to find.

GB: It would be.

So really, he never did end up being a computerRM:

builder.

No, because he really left Telemeter when TelemeterGB:

Magnetics was just beginning to come to fruition.
I left shortly after, but because of my oblig — I

felt an obligation to people in Telemeter Magnetics.

I had brought so many of them in — that I remained

a director of Telemeter Magnetics even though I

left, that was the period when I went back to UCLA,

became Director of the Western Data Processing

Center, but I remained a director of Telemeter

Magnetics.
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This is probably a good point to go into the WesternRM:

Data Processing Center, what it was formed for, what

it did.\
GB: Yes. It was to be a companion piece to IBM's

efforts that started a year earlier at MIT. The

MIT Computation Center under Philip Morse, which

started around '55 or '6, had been going awhile and

the notion in both centers was that IBM and the

university in question would share costs, certain

kinds of costs. IBM would provide the machinery on

a continuing basis, would provide technical support,

and the university was to make the services avail-
able to — on a regional basis — to other institu-
tions of higher education. So MIT already existed

with a charter to serve other institutions in their

own area, in the Eastern states. and IIBM was

suppose Cuthbert Hurd was the promoter of that; I

And Cuthbert came looking to theassume he was.

West Coast to try to establish something similar on

But because MIT is a temple ofthe West Coast.

science they decided that in order not to have these

be exactly the same kind of thing, they were looking

towards establishing it with business type computers

in a business school rather than as part of a science
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operation. The original plan was to equip it with

Does your history include keeping the705s.

numbers straight?

Yes, the 705 was the business data processing machineRM:

of the 704, 705.

Yes, the 702 was its predecessor, with limited pro-GB:

duction; the 705 was the improved version. The 705

bore the same relation to the 702, in my memory ,
i

as the 709 bore to the 704.

Mhra,RM:

iGB: Okay?

Right.RM:

And the original plan was to locate a large 705GB:
I

installation in a business school on the West Coast,

and they looked along the West Coast for a place

to put it, and I think they offered it at Stanford, i
!

and Stanford turned it down. The Dean of the Stanford
!

Business School couldn't see ciny reason why a busi-
ness school should be interested in a computer. I

think they tried Berkeley and they ran into Neal

Jacoby, who was the dean of UCLA's business school,

and a builder, and an imaginative guy, and he could

see a revolution coming in business schools and he

jumped at the idea. Cuthbert Hurd approached me
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first; he said, "Look, you are already a UCLA

professor, we'd be happy to put the facility at

UCLA if we knew that you would be the director."

RM: Mhm.

I said, "Look, it's not up to [you] to offer me aGB:

directorship at UCLA." And he said, "No, as a

matter of fact, IBM is obviously not in a posi-
tion to specify who the director is going to be,

but" he said, "we won't put it there unless they

can guarantee us somebody like you or you." I

said, "Well, I'll consider it." That was the time

when Louis had just resigned from Telemeter, and

in due course Jacob called me and we had a fine

conversation and I wound up being a professor in

the business school.

Is that how you really got into the business school?RM:

iGB: Yes.
.mu *•-*[Laugh]RM:

To be the first Director of the Western Data Pro-GB:

cessing Center.

So IBM in turn influenced you a little bit.RM:

I think so. I remember the conversation with CuthbertGB:

and while he couldn't be offering me a position, he

was sounding me out and he was bringing my name to
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Jacoby's attention. Now actually I wasn't exactly

Three or four of the youngera stranger at UCLA.

faculty members in the business school had been

Ph.D. students under me in the School of Engineer-

ing at UCLA and so ... and that was, it was opportun-
ism on Jacoby's part to fit in with IBM's plans and

wre established the Western Data Processing Center.

For a short period of time we had a 650, which we

got immediately to play with, and started forming

an organization and flexing our muscles. We de-
signed a building for the 705 and no 705 was ever

delivered, because before we got to that point was
!

the change, in IBM policy that said, "Look, the 709

is more powerful for everything including business,

The philosophy of the separate deed.-than the 705.

mal-type computing machine just doesn't make sense.

And I said, "I think I'dSo will you take a 709?"

rather have a 709," and that was the beginning of

ibig computers at UCLA under IBM, and that went

about seven years and prospered, really prospered. i

END OF SIDE TWO
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TAPE II, SIDE I

Okay, we'll talk about the Data Processing CenterRM:

and when did it get set up originally?

GB: Yea. Let's call it WDPC, because Western Data Pro-
cessing Center gets to be too much of a mouthful.

The plans were made about in the spring of 57,

winter - spring of '57 and very soon after I joined

the business school, I don't really know exactly

how long the building was in building, but for a

university we moved very, very fast. There is a

building which adjoins the new School of Business

at UCLA and was for many years called WDPC. So,

a two story building, designed for a computer, and

designed with — and with offices on the first

floor, on the bottom floor.

Design for a computer, I presume in those days meantRM:

raised floor, air conditioning?

Raised floor, the right kinds of power and air con-GB:

ditioning and so on; designed with a large scale

By 1957 it was no longerinstallation in mind.
Well,a novelty to have a large scale computer.

let me say, yes, it was still a novelty in places

that hadn't had one, but it was not all that novel

There were a few large-scalein the United States.
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installations. From the beginning I think we took

more seriously than MIT the charge that half of

our service was to be rendered on behalf of other

institutions of higher learning. I really think

that it must have been either that or the fact

that in the West some of the institutions around

us were progressing enough to want to be served

when they heard there was something; it was on

their behalf because IBM v/as really financing their

participation. We went to considerable trouble to

offer Short Courses in FORTRAN and so on. We put

out a traveling dog and. pony show that went from

one institution to another; to places like Univer-
sity of Colorado, Montana State, or what have you,

where there was nobody on the faculty who’d ever

But clearly we were doingbeen near cT computer.
jYOOKritimr -vci

IBM's business for them, but we were doing some-
thing for the universities as well, -and I really

think that was the best bargain for both sides that

has ever existed. Now in later years I heard some-
body from an educational institution, Worcester

Tech or Clark University, somebody, you know, thirty-
five minutes from Cambridge, Massachusetts, say that

the reason they never used the MIT Computation

r~
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Center was because it was too far away,

people .in Hawaii, and in -- all up and down this

And we had

coast from the University of Washington, and ulti-
mately the National University of Mexico was a

, member; before we finished we had a [hundred] member

institutions in WDPC, and we really did bring com-
puting to the West Coast. We had the thirteen

Western states and there wasn't any higher educa-
tional institution that didn't get considerable

benefit. We knocked ourselves out later on to get

places like USC equipment for teleprocessing; they

would transmit batch stuff over the phone and we

would transmit back the results. And we provided

a telephonic consulting service so that we didn't

leave it to the man to come and put his job on and

if it didn't work he'd have to stay in residence and

We had our people who would bedebug it and so on.

following the man's job and if it didn't run or

there was something wrong, they'd get him on the

phone and between them they'd dope out what the [difficulty]

So we made it easy for people to use com-was.

I think we were reallyputers at a distance.

the first people to do it on a large scale. And

at MIT, I don't want to fault them, their interest
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lay in computer development, in systems, they went

into, in a big way, into terminals and consoles,

and were doing development, and they could sop up

every useful minute of a system with development

and they didn't seem to care much about the exter-
And maybe their charge wasn’t the samenal world.

as ours; I shouldn't speak for it, and I'm not

being critical. We were in a business school, it

was not up to us to be doing inventing of hardware,

and what we were pioneering was use of computers at

a distance; and interested in it and seeing what

you had to do to facilitate it. People from Berkeley,

I remember one very interesting project was the simula-
tion of the West Coast lumber market. It was done

by Balderston and Eoggatt in Berkeley,

former IBM employee, professor of business admin-
Eoggatt was a

istration, and Balderston; and the West Coast lumber

market was a very interesting thing to study and

they did it in very large scale simulation,

couldn't list the projects, there's no way to do

You

that, but the history here is easy to do. Under

my directorship we put out an annual report every

year. I'm sure you can get those from UCLA. I

have some in my office, but we put out reports
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including identification of the projects under titles

and you can see year by year the kinds of things

people were doing. We listed not only UCLA pro-
jects, but all the projects from all of these client

institutions.

This would be 1957 on.Okay.RM:

1957 on to about 1965, I would judge.GB; I went on

63 and I said "Look, I've beensabbatical in

director of the Center for six years. For me that's

an awful longtime to do one job. I really would

like to come back and do something else." Clay

Sprowls, that's a name you should know; Clay was a

young statistician, an associate professor in the
i
I

business school, and I brought him in as my asso-
ciate director. He replaced a man named Richard

Hill and you'll hear that name again. Dick Hill

is an interesting man. He got into the computing

field in 1956, 57; that's late for your history,

but it shows how people saw opportunity. Dick Hill

was the first Associate Director. He was Associate

Director because he knew about the project. He

was [recorder off] Dick Hill was a lecturer in

English at UCLA and served as Assistant to the Chancel-
lor, and when all the negotiating went on about.
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bringing the center to UCLA, including plans for

building and all the rest, he came to me and he

said, "I know you're going to be the director, would

you consider whether I could be your associate director?"

I met him, liked him, and said, "Sure"; and he was

one of the people who as Associate Director was

closely identified with the educational process,

getting new users on board, organizing how to teach

them, and he studied and learned it himself and

after all there isn't that much to it. An intelli-
gent person can learn about computers. It's not

When he left later on, it was to jointhat hard.

in building the company called Informatics with

And we'll close that story off; WaltWalt Bauer.
gMaMpfeMx*•«*+

Bauer was fairly early in the computer field, had

been at the University of Michigan, V7as out here

at Ramo-Wooldridge or something, and Walt and Dick

Hill and a few others decided to start a software

company and they came to Data Products, which had

just been formed and said, "Would you like to help

us?" And we did, and they were a subsidiary of

Data Products for a large number of years. That's

how things close in again.

RM: Yea, I see. Never ending.
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GB: Okay? Never ending. So Walt Bauer is still President

of Informatics, we no longer have any relationship

between Data Products and Informatics, they spun

off to the benefit of all parties, but that's where

Dick Hill [left] and Clay Sprowls was his replacement as !

assistant director or associate director, whatever
i

the title was, I've forgotten. When I left on sab-

batical, with six years of constant growth and

development in the Center, and I had feelings of

great pleasure, I said, "Gee, you know, this isn't

for me to continue doing, in fact I think the time

is probably past for a university professor to

spend his time being director of a computing facility

in a university. I really think you ought to look

towards another way of doing this."

from sabbatical as Chairman of the Department of

And I came back

Business Administration, because they had some

blow-up and the chairman resigned; and Clay was

made Director of WDPC, and had been Acting Director

while I was on sabbatical. Nov; the breakup of

WDPC, you're going to have to talk to other people

to find out about. Several things happened. I'11

give you a few key things that fit in to look for

By now you'rewith somebody else if you're interested.
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talking 1965 and it’s later than you care [about].

Good enough, we should just sort of terminate theRM:

story a little bit.

GB: Yea. I mean, why does it not exist today? One

reason it does not exist today is that IBM began to

be concerned about its anti-trust position. People

were accusing IBM of dominating the market and using

these centers as ways of perpetuating their domina-

tion of the market.
That's what I was wondering about.RM:

And Kerman Goldstine was saying the very same, [Gold-GB:

stine had been with Von Neumann]. And Goldstine came

into IBM with a mission to liquidate their educational

programs essentially, for all practical purposes. They

had a big educational program at Argonne, MIT, and

UCLA; with educational discounts and so on. That's

The other part of the story waspart of the story,

that a few people within UCLA felt aggrieved that

UCLA's major computing facility should be in the Busi-

ness School, and there was another major computing

facility being formed, and that is the one under

Will Dixon in the Medical School; and that one

still exists. And some of these people, who included

a very stupid vice chancellor, went to IBM to see
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if they couldn't get IBM to change the terras of

their contract, the first contract was a ten year

By the time they got through monkeyingcontract.

around with it they had practically nothing from

IBM; they'd succeeded really in letting IBM off

the hook for the rest of the ten years and they

got, let themselves into a major installation at

UCLA which has been nothing but financial trouble

ever since in terms of trying to support it. That 1 s

another chapter in the history of computing. If

you write a book, look into how universities financed

their participation with computers and you will dis-

cover that they sold their souls, into Defense

Department bookkeeping, that they tried to support

it on the basis of project support. See, if they had

been successful all these years they would die

tomorrow because of the Nixon administration. If

universities are to be computing, in the end the

computing facilities ought to exist on the same

basis, in my opinion, as libraries, and the black-

boards; they are part of the educational process.

To fund them out of ARPA or God knows where in the

military, it makes no sense, and it was always

wrong.
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It gets into a whole prejudicial thing, too;RM:

especially in today's climate.

GB; Yea. You see the thing that was beautiful about

WDPC is that it was funded in such a way that we

weren't making recharges to users. The only thing

that was recharged for was if somebody had very

large supply requirements, mag tapes and things,

well hell, he had to buy his tapes. He was getting

free all his computer time.

Which is an expensive commodity.RM:

Yea, and so it, wherever it was being funded from,GB:

to the user it looked like a university facility,

as part of the university; and that's why I was sad

to see that idea replaced by somebody's plan to

finance the computer facility out of 'meteorology and

NSF or, I don't know, QNR and so on, putting together

a financial package that would always be on shaky ground

because you had to prove that you were doing Uncle

And there was another problemSam's work for him.

with it, and let me go off this quickly; the other

problem with it was that you can't charge anybody

else less than you charge Uncle Sam. Now what

would you do if you had idle computer time on a

university facility?
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You'd want to use it.RM:

You'd want to use it.GB: Okay, let's suppose you did.
That made the price zero, if you used it. Now you

take the average cost per hour and you reduced it.
So the moment you used idle time for students and

other projects, you were reducing by that amount

the government ’s payment scale supporting the facil-
ity. That's Alice in Wonderland, isn't it? You

stop and think about the financing. It was miserable,

and everybody in the country except us and MIT were

funded that way; and it was largely because indivi-
dual professors saw an opportunity, got a project,

That was great in the earliestand got support.

days, that's the way it happened, it would have

taken too much money any other way, but you would

have thought that those who had vested interests

in [having] a computer would have been able at some
J

|
point to persuade the powers that be that they ought

i
to budget for these things, and to this day there

are still budget problems that hang over from that

!dispute; so, all right, I've given you enough.

I have a couple of questions on it.
i

RM:

GB: Yea.

Did companies themselves get to use this service?RM:
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For instance, would a university be doing a study

for a special application of a specific company?

No, there was a way in which companies didGB: No.

get to use the facility in return for some of the

services rendered by IBM. We allowed them on a

negotiated basis the use for IBM purposes that were

spelled out for a certain amount of time; it might

be a shift, it might be half a shift. And there

were two activities that were permissible. One of

them was for research work done by IBM people, in

other words, applications work or anything else that

had to do with mostly programming and systems work.
So there was a group from IBM located within the

Western Data Processing Center for that purpose.

The other purpose was for customer test programs.

So a customer who had, and within that same time al~
. . . v .

location, a period in which IBM had control of the

system, the — if there was a customer who was

expecting a 7090 or a 7094 later on, if he had gone

through 709 and 7090 and 7094, through three dif-
ferent installations there, at each stage there were

customers who were waiting for a machine. It was

always the first machine on the West Coast, by the

way, and it went to WDPC.
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RM: Sort of the showroom.

Sort of the showroom, but it wasn't ethical forGB:

them to use it as a sales tool and they abided by

What they did was to use it where customersthat.

had already bought and ordered to have them able

to check out their programs here in advance of their

machine arriving, and that was the legitimate use.

How about sort of, were you doing pioneer work inRM:

applications or in programming or in systems work?

Yea, there was a fair amount of it, some of it wasGB:

drudgery work. How do you write a manual for users

who aren't skilled? There was a whole batch of

Some of it was fairly far out programm-that stuff.

ing systems. Some of it was very important, things

in the early days of the compilers for FORTRAN, of

the load and go systems, and control systems, our

people were very heavy contributors to that work;

and again, I sat behind them writing specs for what

a sensible system ought to do. I was not really

going to be a programmer at that stage in my career,

but I think, and I still think, I knew something

about what you had to have in the system. When we

started, operating systems were still pretty primitive.

When the 7094 came, we had a real desperation rescue
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job to do, because -- I've even forgotten what that

whole package of programs was to be called — but

IBM was late V7.ith the software; we started with a

machine but no software for it; really an important

part of what later helped to rescue IBM, I'm sure.

Other people had different views of this. That's

the period of the user groups. What was the 709?

RM: Well, there was SHARE.

SHARE; those were the days in which SHARE started.GB:

WDPC was an important part of SHARE and did some

very important work and I would leave it to others

to evaluate just what that was. We had at one time a

fairly large digital staff and systems; and we did

pioneering work in teleprocessing. IBM delivered

equipment, we had to find ways to use it, programs

to go with it. And beyond that my memory is really

inot reliable. I would say that more than any

dramatic technical innovation was the proving that

you didn't have to be a computer expert to learn

to make good use of the computer, and that that was

the most important, in my opinion, the most impor-
tant thing we proved, we achieved. And we did

bring computing to the thirteen Western states, in

higher education, in a way that would otherwise
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have taken ten years longer at least.

Did you get involved, and this maybe goes back’ evenRM:

to RAND, but with the advent of the computer came

the advent of the programmer

GB: Yea.

and the, you know, figuring out ways of what makesRM:

a good programmer, how you're going to determine

who's a good programmer, and the hiring and what have

Did you get into this kind of --you.

GB: Yes, we did. We had battles to fight within the

university because they had, you know, the personnel

department didn't have any specifications for pro-

grammers' jobs, and they wanted to put them in

various kinds of categories for salary and other

things, job descriptions, and the red tape in that

institution was enormous. Every new employment

classification has got to go through the statewide

university office thdt takes sort of about a year

to get approval for new employment classification.

That's part of the same job, because we had to do

a job inside the University of California, to get them

understand the nature of this profession a little

And I've fought with

to

bit. So, yea, we were in that,

more programmers in my life. I sometimes wonder
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if some of them wouldn't still be programming with

the bits if we hadn't forced them to do something

different. It's interesting, isn't it? A person

learns a technique with a machine and he makes a

moderate investment to do that; not an enormous invest-

ment, it's fairly easy. But once he's made that

investment he's reluctant to change the way he does

anything.
That's very interesting because yesterday I wasRM:

talking to Mort Bernstein and he said just that;

that he learned, you know, to program- in machine

language, and he said he just didn't like anything

that went above, you know, assembly language.
GB: Yea. And it is really ridiculous because so much

of what you do when you write programs is the

idiot kind of work that a computer ought to be

doing for you.
RM: That's right.

Why should I care what address is allocated for some-GB:

thing? You know? So my push has always been, from

the very beginning, to move up away from the machine

language, away from bits, and to try to persuade people

that they could bootstrap themselves out of that. When

we started, to go back to RAND, we started a little
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seminar on that, to educate our staff about the

machine they were going to have, and we had lead-

time and okay, we decided we'd use octal format.

SWAC was already set up or being set up to use a

• • • hexadecimal. Well, you're already in an area

where the minute you see numbers and letters mixed

in arbitrary things you've got sixteen symbols

instead of eight and if the eight symbols happen
!

to be eight out of the ten that you already do use,

it just seems to be more humanly adapted. So those

lwere little steps, but at every step of the way if

somebody learned something in octal, then he didn't i
!

want to learn a mnemonic or didn't want to get to,

to build on it and get away from it, and I think if

I rendered any service in those days, it was to

ridicule and.irJ.augh at. people who were in the fore-

front of something revolutionary and were going to

hang on to the bitter end like reactionaries to

something like idiot language. Why do you want to

*
i

i

descend to the level of the machine? The further

away you can get from that, the better off you're

going to be; let the machine do it for you. 11 ve

always had that attitude.
That is strange because, after all, the machineRM:
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got invented because people wanted a machine to do

the things that they didn't want to or couldn't do

anyway and --
GB: Yea. But did you ever notice that if somebody has

a basic, a real problem, an intellectual problem,

that there is a neurotic thing in us that says,

"Let's find some busy work to do. If we preoccupy

ourselves with the busy work, we have an excuse for

not getting on to confront the real problem," and

that's what I was fighting basically, the enormous

bookkeeping to keep track of what's in storage when.

It's nonsense. Absolute nonsense. These.enormous

You should[speeds] are made for throwing them away,

throw them away if they save you human time in the
:

:

end, and that's what you do is you throw away con-

siderable amounts of machine time in overheads, but

you get it right, because once the program is debugged
i

it will do those things and you won't have to do them

I don't thinkanymore and you get on to useful work.

I've neverthere's any argument, I really don't,

been tolerant of the person who wanted to stay with

what he learned, and not learn and not think about

another way of doing things.

RM: Right. If you just take the whole, that is a
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philosophy of life, it's very dull people who

don't progress.

There's a related thing to that.GB: Yea. In the early

days at UCLA there were some dedicated users, who

were important users because they already knew

something about computers. They were people who

had largely worked on SWAC as users, and I think

among them comes to my mind at UCLA the physicist

named Michael Melk-moff, he's an engineer and a

Well, iMelkanoff had a large group doingphysicist.

some kind of calculations and, I don't know, it was

crystals or something, I've forgotten, but he came

I was director of the center, and we wereto me,

just getting going, and he wanted to make an arrange-

ment to have his people have hands-on use of the

machine because they couldn't do it any other way.

I said, "What do you mean they can't do it?" "Well, i

all our programs are like that, and our people
:

have to learn the machine." And we wrestled with

this thing for months and I said, "Look; as long

as there's machine time available, you can waste

it, but as we build up we'rc not going to have the

time for you to waste to urinate away when other

people need to use the system and the machine;
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and we 1 re going to have operating systems, and

your people had better learn to program so that

they can give it to us to run. So that if some-
thing goes wrong they aren't debugging while the

machine sits there doing nothing." He said,

"Well, we won't work that way," and that was the

In the end, near the end. Hike Melkanoffargument.

thanked me for being insistent and brutal, and he

said, "We get ever so much more work done." I
!

said, "Sure you do, you're not wasting the time of

that giant sitting there waiting to do something,
i

and there it is, sitting, and you think of the

thousands of dollars per minute this thing is worth

and you are under the pressure to get that thing

right, you can't work that way. So I sure as hell

wouldn't think that that could be efficient."

Well, that's it: an important, although little,

item, you know; but it’s characteristic of the

ispirit

That's right.RM:

that we imposed fairly early; not because we wanted

to be authoritarian, but because we felt we had a

GB:

resource with a responsibility to learn how to

maximize its utility, and the emphasis was on
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utilization, learning how to do it. I was not

going to look down people's throats. What was the

quality of the research they were doing? I said,

"That's your problem not mine. If we get into

having to decide whose work is good quality research,

whose isn't, we'll never hear the end of that. But,"

I said, "one thing I insist on is that you get to

a quality of use of the system so that when you do

use it it has a chance to be productive for you

and allow you to get off so somebody else can get

on."

RM: [Laugh] Can get on.

And that's how come batch processing, and load andGB:

go things, and all of the things, so there is no

dead time between jobs and operator systems that

get the tapes mounted in the right places,

know; there must have been 20 tape units in the

I don't

system. It was a very large system.

RM: So you were really doing your own work and probably

other people were doing the same kind of things

within their own environments as well.

Yes; but you see, because of SHARE and because weGB:

always had the new machine first, we had to have

a leadership position in the systems to run the
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machine itself, and we worked very closely with

IBM on its specifications. But more than once we

were hung up because IBM was late, and we had to

go ahead and have [our own and other] people do it.

Were you, well again I suppose it was SHARE, but wereRM:

you involved in writing your own programming lan-

guages, or did you — or attempting to write pro-

gramming languages?

Well, I tried a few things and didn't get very far;GB:

I at that timewe weren't really ready for them.

was interested in, again, the possibilities of

multi-programming and modular computer design, and

I made the argument that even though it's not a

module, the computer, there was no real reason to

write the linear strings of programs, no reason

When we write algebraic expressions thatat all.
define a function, all we mean is that this set of

relations defines the function and the order is

really immaterial; certain things can be done in

And I was thinking in terms of gen-certain ways.

erating recursive relationships so that the pro-

grammers would write recursive specifications, rather

than write linear strings, now do this, now do that,

now do that, which is idiotic. That's about the
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time LISP was going on, and there was a list-
processing thing up at RAND and one at MIT.

did some playing with those, but we did not in-

We

vent another, but some of the users were doing

things like that, Julian Feldman was one of the

users, and he was doing pattern recognition

things; and a lot of those people were inventing

languages, and some of them looked good. We

tended to do other things that had more use and

where, if we didn't do them nobody could do

them; we started what later became the Biomed

series of programs, do you know those programs?

RM: No.

Well, these are very important, these are now used

internationally.

series of programs that are called Biomed and [BMDJ

something, and tKey are statistical programs of all

kinds, not just correlation analysis and analysis

GB:

Will Dixon is the editor of this

of variance and covariance, but essentially a com-
plete package of all the statistical programs, as

packaged programs; and that was the kind of thing

I started the Biomed programs withwe encouraged.

a research assistant at WDPC, when it looked like

it was going to be a very good idea and Will Dixon
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was getting started at the medical school and they had

We transferred both my assistant

And it's published

money to fund it.

and the project to will Dixon.

now; many editions it's gone through,

questionnaire analysis program because that was a

common kind of social science research thing - a ques-

We did a

tionhaire. We did a packaged program. We did report

We did things of that kind, that would be of

general use and would save people having to write

generators.

the same kinds of programs over and over again.

Did you have contact with the, well,‘I don't knowRM:

what they were, whether they were in the engineer-
ing department, or was there a computer science

department at this time, with the people who were

teaching, like logic design and the various aspects

of computers?

Let's see, Huskey was still thereOh yea, oh sure.GB:

in the early days of this.

Montgomery Phister?RM:

Yes; Willis Ware was teaching in engineering. AndGB:

there was a lot of stuff being offered under extension,

yea, because I taught in some of them ...

You did?RM:

I have a lot to tell you about it. UCLA hadGB: Yea.
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more sophisticated computer people around it than

anybody else, and partly because of the holdover

from that previous period, '48, '49, '50 with the

aerospace -- not aerospace -- the aircraft industry

and RAND and the scientific computing. A lot of

people had experience there and so it was on the

spot and then, of course, the Bureau of Standards

project made a very large difference, and then WDPC

came along and had a built-in set of customers.

The difference between SWAC and the 709, of course,

and it opened up whole new vistas for them,enormous,
i

and we went after the other people who weren't the

sophisticated users to bring them in to the fact];

so what we did was sort of enlightened crusading.
;

'
I have a great deal of satisfaction looking back 1

at what we did. i

I
It seems like it was an extremely important period, inRM:

i

influence.

Yes, I think it was; I think it was. So I'm happy i
GB: !

:

about that. Okay. You had some more ques-

tions.

Yes, well I think we've certainly covered thatRM:

How about going back a littlearea pretty well.

now and talking about John Williams and maybe Von

Neumann a little bit.
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Okay, let me start with John Williams because heGB:

was an overage graduate student when I was an

underage graduate student, but we were very good

Let me give you a little of his back-friends.

John Williams had been raised in westernground.

Pennsylvania, and he was pretty much a maverick

and wastrel, I think, by his own words, I didn't

He loved to drive fast cars, whichknow him then.

was a habit that stayed with him all his life, by

the way, on the roads of western Pennsylvania, going i

100, 120 miles per hour, such things; and he didn't

believe in going to school, and didn't attend a

university, and somewhere in his twenties he

decided he was interested in astronomy and he got
i

a job, probably to sweep out the place, in the

observatory at •the-University of Arizona; you know,

the desert gives remarkably good [seeing] conditions

at most times of the year.

what he did there, I think maybe at the .beginning

I don't know exactly

it was just about sweep out the joint,

bright, he had aptitude and he got interested

technically, without any education; he still hadn't

He was

Somebody took him in hand and toldgone to school.

him it would be a good idea if at least he got a
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/
bachelors degree. So in something like fourteen

months he went through four years at the University

of Arizona and was Phi Beta Kappa. The numbers

are not important, in other words, he was too old to

be an undergraduate and he wasn't going to let that

take any longer than it had to. An extraordinarily

bright man and because he saw that he'd have to

know more in order to do more in astronomy, he got

his bachelor's degree. He was still working at

the observatory; he got interested in meteors. And

that's where he got interested in data processing, in the

This must have been, it was in the thirtiesearly days.

and just as Eckert found that punched card equip-
ment was helpful for what he was doing, John Williams

discovered that punched card equipment was very

helpful for dealing with hundreds of thousands of

meteor observations that would have taken years,

Those meteor observationsin the Arizona desert.

led him to decide that he needed to know something

about probability and statistics,

a graduate student to Princeton and that's where

So he came as

I met John Williams. We became very friendly early,

we had a, just about daily, bridge game; you may

not know the other people but there were four of us,
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Alex Mood was one of the bridge players,all told.
and Fred Mosteller was one of the bridge players.

And you don't [know] this group: Mosteller is a Harvard

professor in social sciences, a statistician. Alex

Mood is just retiring at Irvine, and I brought him

to Irvine. And there's a long human interest story

He's got a very good reputation as a mathe-there.

matical statistician. He's been involved in com-

puting a little bit, and there's a little story to

And then he went to the Office oftell there yet.

Education as a Deputy something or other, in the

Johnson administration, is when he was -- oh, it

64 or 5 he went to the Office of Educa-was about

I don't knowtion. He was there several years.

if you've followed things like the Coleman report.

Coleman was the sociologist who did the big report on

minority education and so forth and so on. It's

famous for those who do research in public educa-

tion; the Coleman Report, it was very famous.

There are people who sat on that group, who did

the thing, who say it should be called the Mood

report ...; but Mood was in the Office of Education.

The human interest story is that Alex and I were

During the war wegraduate students together.
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were back in Princeton together, working on projects,

not the same one, but related, he went to Iowa

State in '45, I went in '46. We both went together

In the fifties he started something calledto RAND.

General Analysis Corporation to do statistical and

operations research work and try to build a company,

v.7hich he did. And I joined him in that on a part-

time basis while I was first at Telemeter, [then] UCLA;

and then [he went] to tne Office of Education and then I

brought him to ‘[Irvine], and so this is a long and

joint history. Okay. Mood was one of the bridge

players, John Williams was one. Fred Mosteller was

Fred, by the way is known for something. Heone.

is one of the first people to have used television

for educational purposes in a serious way, and some

years ago he put on a course for high school

students in statistics; and it appeared at the

unlikely hour of like seven o'clock in the morning

or something, and he had a tremendous following,

I asked himhe was very successful nationwide.

later for an evaluation of it; he said, "Well, the

big thing we learned was that the students did

fine, but the teachers weren't ready for it."

Aha, very good.RM:

END OF TAPE II, SIDE I
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TAPE II, SIDE II

John Williams, as I say, was at Princeton to learnGB:

more about statistics in order to analyze his meteor

observations and he had not finished a Ph.D., in

fact he never did take a Ph.D., but he was one of

the people in the world who didn't need one; he was

very superior in intellectual ability, and in a

variety of areas. So I was not surprised when

war broke out, I left Macy's research division to

back to Princeton - to work on a project and John

wound up in charge of a project in New York at

Columbia. And in some ways that was a forerunner

of RAND, some of the early RAND people came out

of that project; Cecil Hastings was one, and there

were others.
KX'C

What was the project?RM:

It was another one of the, it wasn'tI'm not sure..GB:

as closely related to the one I was‘on as some

others were, and I'm not sure that I know what

they were doing.

Okay.RM:

There was another project I .did know about, thatGB:

was called SRG at Columbia; Statistics Research

Group. There was a relationship between it and
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John's, but I don't know what it was. But - well,

SRG Columbia is something to really get excited

Mina Rees was there. I think Milton Friedmanover.

was there, the Chicago economist; Allen Wallis, who

has been, or is still the president of the Univer-

sity at Rochester, an economist; but the biggest

name of all scientifically was Abraham Wald, who

thoroughly revolutionized mathematical statistics

in the forties and fifties. That was all SRG

Columbia. Now there were some very exciting things

happening as part of the war effort, with some very

good scientific work. Mosteller, I think, was with

SRG Columbia for a while, and Mood was with SRG

Princeton and I was with another project, and we

kept in touch with them during the period. Okay,
I

at the close of the war, Williams was one of the
i

people who had to plant the seeds of a continuing
I

research group and wound up as one of the very

senior founders of the RAND group. It was John

who brought Alex Mood and me into RAND. So, that

closed cycle again.

You might be amused to know that he's a man

who put a Cadillac engine with a supercharger into

He had this outboarda small Jaguar roadster.
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supercharger and I don't know how many hundreds of
i

miles an hour he drove that [on the Pacific Coast High-
way] at 3 o'clock in the morning, or whenever there’d be

nobody up at that hour. Where else was he going

And that supercharger was designedto try it?

by him and made in the little shops at RAND that

we had for making a computer. We had little shops.
.

And that supercharger was worked on at various odd

hours. That ’s part of John Williams, too. He

didn't die in a racing car, just passed away from

a heart attack; he died [watching television].

He was a pretty persuasive and influential person IRM:

at RAND I suspect, in direction and -
He was, although I was there long enough to see upsGB:

iand downs.
i

RM: Aha.
i
1

He was alwaysfO-n—ther side of the angels, as far asGB: '

I was concerned, he wanted purity of research motives !

and in the end he'd get most for it,, and so on.

There were times when that was fashionable at RAND,

but there were other times when we were under the

gun from the Air Force, the sponsors, and threats

to shut down or reduce the budget and John would

then be a voice in the wilderness, because there
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were tines when nobody paid much attention. But

that's the way it was. How it was later I don't

I spent only -- I spent four years there,know.

I think IAlex was there about seven; Alex Mood.

was there during the most exciting period of RAND,

and I don't regret that I left because I avoided

the troubles of maturity of the plrice. That's been

characteristic of me, I want to do something differ-
Being a dean five years. And Ient. ... you see.

still sometimes think about it as "Gee, x wonder
i
f

what I'll do when I grow up."

Yoxi won't grow up.RM:

I find it hard to grow !I don’t -- maybe I will,

xip because I like being on frontiers of things,

at the time it's fresh and new and moving and then

when, later, when the people are climbing on it,

I know it's go'ing'' to grow anyway, it doesn't need

GB:

!
i

1

» 4V
me.

It's time to get off it.RM:

Time to move on.GB:

While we're on RAND, this is a very general ques-RM:

tion about the computer industry: When did the

feeling of social awareness start to come in, aware-
ness of the power of the computer, maybe some of
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the more black side of the powers of the computer?

I think I have to give credit to RAND people to

believe that somebody at RAND thought early about

those things.

GB:

It was not late to come; it's true

that it’s lately come in terms of consciousness else-
where. People at RAND were accustomed to taking their

own views of things and thinking out ahead, and so

I have to believe that there were early thoughts

on the subject. Even about privacy, essentially.

It was pretty hard to get anybody to listen to you.

Was Wiener a visitor at RAND?RM:

No, he was not, and there's a story behind that.

Wiener was a bitter, disillusioned, mad genius.

GB:

Wiener did some work during the war, which was

important work, which he felt nobody paid any atten-
tion to. He felt very — his feelings were hurt

and he was paranoid.

[turned pacifist] and wouldn't have anything to do

anymore with anybody in the military.

At the close of the war, he .

i

And so he

[We] had one piece ofhad no connection with RAND.

correspondence with [him], and I think you'll find

this one amusing, whether you can tuck it anywhere,

I don't know. RAND sponsored a very esoteric piece

of research on decision algebra with a famous
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logician named Tarski. And it's mathematical logic,

and it basically has to do with this: Is it pos- I

sible for certain branches of mathematics to have

a decision algorithm which would tell you whether

a proposition is true or false?

there is such a decision algorithm [for] the pro-
It's known that

positional calculus, which is equivalent to the

kind of logic that's in Lewis Carroll's book on

logic; Boolean algebra. There is a decision algorithm,

how far up can you go? Tarski proved an amazing

theorem at a level of algebra that was pretty sophis-
And at one point we even considered theticated.

question as to whether it was feasible computationally
i

and did some work on it, never got anywhere.

Tarski's work was finished, then RAND was proud of

But when
i

!it, you know, they sent copies of it all over the

world. I remember John Williams debating whether if

send copies of it to Russia it would get ..we

mathematicians unfortunately executed because they'd

received something from the RAND Corporation? I

think in the end we didn't send that to Russia.

Norbert WienerNow here's the point of the story:

was on the mailing list; at RAND, and it went out

in a RAND Air Force sponsored marxila envelope, the
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Air Force [was] paying for the mail and Wiener's
/

copy came back unopened marked, "Return to Sender.

Recipient does not wish to receive mail from RAND

Corporation." Or the Air Force or whatever. So

that was Wiener's participation. I'll tell you

another Wiener story you won't need on the tape.

Why don't you shut it off.

[Recorder off]

Okay, let's reminisce about Johnny.RM:

GB: Okay. The first thing we learned at Princeton about

Johnny was to be in awe of the great man, because

he was a man who had written the classical book on

quantum mechanics at some astonishing early age like

20 and it was the classic [laugh] on quantum mech-

anics. So, he could do everything and anything and

he did it like that [snap]; and there are all of

the obvious stories like you were riding in the car

with Johnny and there was a six digit license plate

and he says, "By the way, that's a prime." You try

verifying that a six digit number is a prime,

is another story about Johnny which -- I don't

There

know if you know, but it's told to illustrate how

fast his mind worked. There was a famous problem

which was kind of used to tell the difference between
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a mathematician and a physicist and there are two ways

to solve the problem and one of them is by reducing

it to another problem, that's kind of the way the

mathematician solves it and it's a very, very it's

a long drawn-out process; but it works. And then

there's a physical insight one can have to this pro-

blem, in which case it's solved [click] like that,

in a flash. And Johnny was given the problem, and

he answered in a flash; at which point somebody said,

"I see you're a physicist, Johnny." He said, "What

She said, "Well, a mathematician alwaysdo you mean?"

solves it like this." He said, "What do you mean

Is there any other way?"like this?

GB&RM: [Chuckle]

Oh, what na. man...„

You see/^e was just incredible in the speed in which

5 A i .

his mind worked.

RM: J»v» ..1»

GB:

Nobody out there you know can come

He was with it all, not an eccentric,up to that.
Yes, he'd thinkreally, not the eccentric genius,

certain things he did were better than others, but he

was an extraordinary social human being. So many

He loved to drink and sit around thegeniuses are not.

table and tell stories; he was a charming host. On one

occasion in my youth, I got unfortunately very ill ...

and I'm afraid it was messy, and I saw him a few
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days later and I apologized, and he was very

gracious, saying he hadn't noticed anything.

RM: Ah. ••

A more gracious individual. ... Klara was a brightGB:

marvelous lady. And I knew them two ways. My first

wife was a figure skater, and there was a figure

skating club at Princeton, and Klara Von Neumann was

sort of in charge of that; and so I knew her through

But I really knew Johnny first as a graduatethat.

student. He was at the Institute for Advance Study,

and everybody lived together. In those days the

Institute didn't have its own quarters and its own

thing, across ..., everybody was in Fine Hall, and

that meant Einstein, ... and all the greats. And

they were there, playing Kriegsspiel in the Common

Room. The tea was a ritual. Tea time, everybody came

And maybe played half ato tea at the Common Room.

dozen games of Go and Kriegsspiel. And Kriegsspiel

and Go made it over to RAND.

Yea, a friend of mine from RAND was going to teachRM:

Did you ever know Phil Wolfe?me and never did.

GB: Yes. He's the one who sends me the RAND calendar

every year. At any rate, things were extraordinarily

close in Princeton, and it's really ... [true]
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But most, but he was on a mountaintop,generally.
for a graduate student he was untouchable, frightening

for that reason, and later when I got to know him

better and through Louis still better, it was amazing,

why we eventually were close friends. I wouldn't say

that we were close friends, that would be presumptous.

It's only that I was a close friend of people who

were close to him, our paths kept crossing profession-
ally; and they crossed in many ways, and they crossed

because we were more interested in some similar things.

I did a joint paper with Von Neumann on a subject

that has to do with game theory which he pioneered

and it might amuse you to know how that joint paper

i did a paper in draft form at RAND andcame about.

showed it to him when he was there on one of his visits;

and he looked at it and he said, "Oh," he said. "I

had this result and some others that I've been mean-
Why don't we just not argue abouting to write up.

it, how publishing it as one paper, joint?" And he

took upon himself the task of rewriting the paper to

include some things he had. And it then came out

... Brown-Von Neumann, as a joint paper.with

Do you have a bibliography of your papers and stuff?RM:

GB: Not here.
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Okay. Perhaps you could mail it to me. Good.RM:

I might even find it if I look back far enough.GB:

That would be nice.RM:

I don't know how much more I can really tellOkay.GB:

you about Von Neumann except that the end was so

When you think abouttragic that it was dreadful.

some people who turn out to have cancer and then

somehow, they won't let it beat them, and they have

a remission, and six or eight or ten good years

after -- apparently when Von Neumann found out he

had cancer he was already dead, in the sense that

he could do no more than to go to the hospital and

die. Whatever the reasons are. And I think about

a friend of his, he was the Hungarian physicist, Szilard,

I'm stuck. He helped towho wrote the novel about

organize a peace movement, too. Very well known.

What I remember is that he appeared on television

being interviewed in his hospital room in a ward with

terminal cancer and he said something about he didn't

believe it. And you know he got out of the hospital

and never come back. And did some important things.

His widow lives in [LaJolla].
RM: It'll come.

GB: Okay. Maybe. It's not terribly important.
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You know Klara VGn Neumann came out to

Yes, she's married professor —RM

Eckart.GB

Karl Eckart, yes.RM

He can tell you lots more about Von Neumann, notGB

necessarily about the computer field, but more about

Von Neumann because [inaudible] with him.

He's the what do you call it when youI think so.RM:

have control of somebody's — he's the beneficiary

of his papers.

You mean executor?GB:

The executor, he and Marina Whitman, Von Neumann'sRM:

daughter.
So I think, you know, on the personal side my inputGB:

He was uni-isn't that much about John Von Neumann.

versally liked and I was — my story about bringing

The fact is that he hadhim out to the West Coast:

been, he gave a distinguished series’ of lectures at

Cal Tech just the year before, and it was an important

series of lectures relating to redundancy in relation-
ship to reliability in computing circuits, and with

analogies to neural circuits and trying to understand

the rather amazing reliability of neural circuits.

It was a series of about three lectures at Cal Tech,
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and they're an important thing because they were

his last major public appearances as lecturer.

RM: That would have been in '55, right?

GB: Something like that.

Which reminds me of something which I've promptly

Oh, one thing, have you, were you involved

at RAND in the early work on artificial intelligence,

RM:

forgotten.

did you get into that?

Not really, that work came after I left, but theGB:

people who worked on it were people that I had hired.

Who would be some of the names?RM:

GB: Well, let's see. One was a mathematician I did not

hire; that was the mathematics division. I can see

the name — trying to remember, I can't think of

even the name at this point, but they did develop a

list processing language for that purpose.

RM: This isn't --Cliff Shaw, is it?

GB: Cliff Shaw is one that I think of. I hired Cliff
i

Shaw; he was a school teacher turned programmer.

RM: Oh, really?

GB: He was teaching English.

RM: Mhm. Turned kind of a brilliant programmer.

GB: Yea. And it's because I had that experience with

Cliff, I was willing to take a chance. ... Why I

took a chance with Cliff I don't know.
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[Laugh] Intuition.RM:

But I hired him. Newell is the mathematician I wasGB:

trying to think of. Newell had worked at RAND and

then was at Carnegie and God knows where else. He

did a lot of work with Herb Simon; in fact some of

the work was Simon, Newell and Shaw, and Simon was,

of course, a very brilliant renaissance man, political

scientist originally, science, psychologist.
Is he still in the area?RM:

Herb Simon's never been in this area except as aGB:

visitor at RAND in summers; he's one of the brilliant

Herb Simon, as far as I know, is still avisitors.

professor at Carnegie in Pittsburgh, and helped

develop an amazing School of Industrial Administration

So Simon is peripheral to computing.in the fifties.
You might find it amusing to try to track down a

statement attributed to Simon sometime in the early

fifties that predicted that within some period, I

don't know if it was ten years, he predicted that

a computing machine would be able to beat the chess

champion of the world. An attempt to do problem

solving and put it on the road, he viewed that as a

marker when it could beat the world champion of chess,

he predicted ten years. Well, he and Arthur Samuel
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and a lot of other people worried about this. And

while what they've done is impressive, it doesn't

I myself think that people havecome near to that.

been barking up the wrong tree a little bit. It seems

to me from the human point of view, the problem is

not how to do better with a computer what people do

pretty well; the problem is how the man plus the com-

puter can do better than the man v/ithout the computer.

When it comes to things like that, how can you really

make the computer an extension of the man in his

activity?

Which, if we think of the computer as a tool, that isRM:

what a tool is.

AndGB: That's right. A tool is an extension of oneself.

that is not the way research went on problem solving.

But it's fascinating research, and we detract from

it, but in terms of what would be practical for an

aid to humanity we're finding better ways to imagine

how the man with the machine would work.

RM: Instead of trans- superimposing or whatever my word

Not superimposing replacing.is.
GB: Replacing. I'm pretty sure Herb Simon made that as

a public prediction.

RM: It'd be fun to find.
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A lot of us have made public predictions that turnedGB:

out wrong for a variety of reasons. And I won't tell

you which ones I made, but I'm going to tell you a

prediction of Forrester's which you may have heard

from somebody else. Forrester predicted that one

giant computer would be located centrally in the

country, like somewhere out in Kansas, and'in a bomb-
proof ten-story-deep shelter in the ground, and one

computer would have enough capacity to do all the

computing anybody ever wanted to do throughout the

whole country, and we would all be in touch with that.

I'm for the remote use of computers, but I never shared

that prediction.
[Laugh]RM:

That's an amusing one.GB:

That's a lovely one. The computer industry is reallyRM:

quite famous or infamous for being wrong in practically

every soothsaying trip it's ever taken. Talking

about soothsaying trips, it's the Ides of March today.

Well, the predictions have mostly erred in terms ofGB:

over-optimism about how easy it is to do something

with a computer, but they've also erred by not anti-
cipating some of the places where computers really

would be used and I don't think any of us could have
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forecast the ubiquity of the computer at the same

time that we didn't have enough respect for how hard

it is to put something into a form where we can do

I don't think we anticipatedit with a computer.

And my own feeling is thatin many places we could.

We 1re still playing.we haven’t really started yet.

Was there any real consciousness of, back, . going backRM:

to RAND and the fifties, I mean did you feel that you

were sort of on the verge of an industrial revolution

of the type?

GB: Yes.

You did? This is something you understood?RM:

I think we knew that that much was,I think we did.GB:

that this would be very, we thought it was important

But-that's the same reason why I felt that Ito do.
I ttOL*

could take the period out at Ames and wouldn't miss

anything, because there was that period of trying to

make [things work], and we still didn't have the

memory, as of 52 .
Let's get to the Watson dinner, because I almostRM:

forgot it.
Again, there's some background to it that's

I was in the position of being a

Okay.GB:

kind of amusing.

Director of a Center which was beholden to IBM because
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of its support, that's why it existed. And I got a

letter signed by T.J. Watson, Junior, who at this

time was president, inviting me to a luncheon in New

That's all it was.York on such and such a date.

And I'm inAn invitation to a luncheon in New York.

Los Angeles, and I don't like to travel anymore than

the next guy.

RM: And no explanation?

GB: And no explanation. And while I'm mulling over what's

a nice way to say I don't usually travel to New York

for lunch, why should I come when Mr. Watson beckons,

the letter was followed by a direct telephone call

By now I know Jim Birkenstockfrom Jim Birkenstock.

pretty well. The contacts with IBM during the period

at Telemeter, as well as the early period at RAND,

attempts to sell IBM something. So I [heard from]

Jim Birkenstock, and he made a personal plea for me

to come, and he wouldn't tell me and all he said was,

it's important that you come."Please come, You

won't regret it, and I can't tell you why."

he got my curiosity aroused, and I said, "I can't

He said, "We'll pay your transpor-

Well,

afford to come."

tation." Okay. He doesn’t say a meeting with the

board of directors, doesn't say anything, just says
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to a luncheon, at World Headquarters. And I arrive

and I'm ushered into a waiting room and I can't tell

you in what order we arrived, and I've forgotten

exactly how many people there were, six or eight,

something like that. But there was Pres Eckert and

there was John Mauchly and there was Cuthbert Hurd

and O'Malley ... We were all sitting in this waiting

room wondering, "Why the hell am I here?" How

they got, - you have to remember Mauchly and Eckert

were competitors [of IBM].

That's right.RM:

They started the Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation,GB:

it went into various hands, it almost died, there's

a long history there, it's fascinating. And John

Mauchly had been a close friend of mine for part of

my life; I hadn't seen him for a number of years.

And respectively, "What [am] I [doing here]?" Nobody

knows. Okay? We are then ushered into a large room.

It's the board room, the board is sitting and they're

going to serve us lunch.

[Laugh]RM:

And there's the Board of Directors, the first time IGB:

knew there would be the Board of Directors, I don't

think that was in the original letter even. And
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Mr. Watson makes a speech. And the gist of the speech —

and that's why I really believe that the whole thing

was done to make a point to his board. What he

sketched was, he started from the fact that for the

first time that year, whatever year this was, 59,

Let's check it.'60, '61, I don't know.
RM: It's checkable.

GB: Yea. He said, "For the first time we've reached a

point where our gross income from electronic computers

is equal to or greater than our income from the card

equipment, which has been fair to moderate. And that

is the immediate occasion for discussing a little

He said, "My board has wanted to congratulatebit."

me on being farsighted and so on. Here we are reap-

And," he said, "far froming benefits of years, etc.

accepting credit for being farsighted, we in this

company should be conscious of the debt we owe to others

because," he said, "IBM did not jump' into the computer

It was pushed and here are the people whofield.
And then followed a citation for each of uspushed."

and then the watches.

One of the people you don't remember is a guy fromRM:

Metropolitan Life.

GB: Yes. Right. Because he ordered the first UNIVAC.
What was his name?
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I don't remember.RM:

You're right. One was from Metropolitan Life. Let'sGB:

see how many we had. Brown, Eckert, Mauchly, Hurd,

Metropolitan Life, and the man from the minority

report on ... And then I missed

O'Malley.RM:

O'Malley, and so that's seven and I think there wereGB:

maybe eight, I've forgotten.

Now what Watson didn't give himself credit for is

that when he was junior in the company and his old

man was sitting up on top, he got slapped down for

trying to push the electronic computers, but he wasn't

saying that. What he was saying was that the company*|

should take no credit, and so on, for vision in this,

and what moral he was pounding in to his Board I can

only infer that something else was aboard about in-
vesting more money or something and that he wanted

to bring home the lesson that it is only by persistent

pressure; and there were very few IBMers in that group.

And I felt extraordinarily honored to be included in

Sort of -- O'Malleya group with Eckert and Mauchly.

gets credit for persistence from within the Company,

because he was told over and over and over again that

the company policies ... and he just wouldn't accept
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it and probably risked losing his job.
Probably. But a good IBM employee is most consciousRM:

of his customers and you were his customer and you

were saying, "This isn't good enough."

Now, the inscription said something about, "For con-GB:

tributions to the computer industry, 1946-1952," or

thereabouts, '53 or something like that. I don11

even know, I'm sort of silly about these things, I

treasure the thought of it, but I couldn't lay hands

now on the beautiful wood and gold presentation case

with the felt sort of thing. I have a photograph

of it somewhere, which I kept, and then made it into

a wrist watch because I said, "Gee, I'm a professor

and 1 could never afford a gold Accutron and I'll

be damned if I'm going to leave it on my desk.

Heavens.RM:
4

That's the watch.So that's crass.GB:

It's useful.RM:

It's been useful and I have pleasure out of it, moreGB:

than when it was a gold bill clip, I don't have very

many bills to play with. So that's enough on the

dinner, I think.

Yea, I think so, too.RM:

But it was an unbelievable kind of occa-The lunch.GB:

When I told the story later to Merrillsion.
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Flood, another extraordinary individual, Merrill

was just so terribly impressed with the rightness

and maturity of Watson.

RM: Very clever move.

Yes, you know, it wasn't done for our benefit, heGB:

had a purpose.

RM: Oh, I'm sure. I'm sure. One of the things that

just, we talked about at lunch and we just dis-
cussed briefly, might be fun to think about is

the, you made a comment something to the effect that

the really useful developments have usually stayed

on and, talking about the drama, I think it might

be worth talking about that and maybe some others,

if there are others.

The classical one is, of course, the punch cardGB:

itself. Anybody who thought that punch cards would

go out of style because they were old-fashioned
hasn't looked at the consumption records of punch

cards since computers have come in. They're much

greater than they were before. We may someday go

successfully to smaller cards and more compact

information. We may not; because these cards are

imbedded in systems elsewhere. I can give you an

example of another kind. I'm familiar with products
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in the computer field like peripheral equipment

where the product is sold to a manufacturer who

builds it into his product line and in some cases

a product which has been obsoleted by two successive

products, each one better in its specifications and

cheaper than the original product, that original

product is still in use somewhere, being bought,

new ones being made of it because the manufacturer's

design is buil£ around it and the cost of his

making a new design is excessive compared with the

savings he would make to go with the new item.

So you have to consider the fact that when some-

body builds a system around something if something

better may come along, nonetheless, they may con-

tinue that need rather than design a new system to

utilize the old one.

RM: Specifically what?

Well, in this case it was a printer, Data ProductsGB:

is making, still has orders for, a printer that has

Or I'vehad two successors because it's cheaper.

seen the same thing in the minicomputer business.

I'm a director of a small company called Computer

Automation, which is in Newport Beach and makes

minicomputers, not for end users. These are computers
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that go into another manufacturer's product and

are hidden away by the cabinet and they're part

of a machine tool, part of something. And here that

company has made new designs, has improved its

business by selling at a lower price the machine

that's better than the original, and some of the

original customers for the early [one] are still

buying them. They can't get out of the business

of making them because the other company's designs

depend on it.
That's not the reason, though, that accounts

for punched cards being around. The fact still

remains that we have to interface between people

and high speed computers and people speeds are very

different from computer speeds. And key punching

and punched cards and printer outputs and so forth,

make for interfacing in buffering between people

and machine; and you've got to have a better way of

doing that before fast computers can get rid of

punched cards. Same thing is true of magnetic tape.
If we hadn't had magnetic tape, we would have some-
thing else and that's magnetic wire. You remember

the old wire recorders?

I don't remember them, but I know of them.RM:
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You know of them. Well, magnetic wire, there is aGB:

case where it never really was in use. It served

to introduce a technology, but the tape constituted

an improvement over it so much so, in convenience

and so on, that the wire, as far as I know, is not

in existence. But I think we'll have magnetic

tape around for a long time. I mentioned drums

and still places where they're found and in some

industrial type applications, I'd say. Something

has to run unattended and not be fussed with

that's reliable. You'll find it there. Now, we

don't find vacuum tubes any more.

RM: No.

But there we're not talking about function, we'reGB:

talking about a component of a kind that does

exactly the same function. Solid state and then

ultimately large scale integrated circuits will

change the physical form fantastically, and there

the economics is such that where we used to estimate

something like $100 as the cost of one register bit,

by the time you put gates and things on it, now

you have a whole big computing section. That's
i

the thing that's striking when it comes to what we

used to call the main frame, that and memory were

;
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limiting. Nov/ they're no longer limiting. What's

limiting now are the peripherals, the things that

are the interfaces, the consoles, you could spend

more money for a console than on a computer today.
But it's — now the effort is to get it in andRM:

out, get information to the computer and out again.

GB: And in the form. And in forms from the human, so

that's why you get things with light guns, and so

forth, that is the way of getting an input from a

graphical form into the computer. I think that

the economics have reached a point on the internal

side, we'll go faster and faster, but we can't

possibly
, continue to pick up three orders of magni-

-
tude every ten years in internal speed.

.v r- .

about the way it went the, first, twenty years in

About three orders of magnitude every

ten years, but if you check back it looks that way.

You can't do that forever, but it's ’going to be so

v/.:*;>

That's
Jr#

computers.

cheap that ...

END OF INTERVIEW
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